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FOREWORD

This study of experiments with a new type of educational institu-
tion in Communist China is based upon an analysis of materials from
Chinese Communist newspapers and periodicals. The information
included in such sources, like all other data printed in Communist
China, is "(licia' in the sense that its publication must be sanctioned
by Communist political authorities. Thus facts may be exaggerated
when they are favorable and omitted from mention when they are un-
favorable; for example, the blackout of information about the agricul-
tural middle schools in 196041 may be considered as an indication that
they were not meeting with success at that tithe. Reliance upon a
discriminating use of such materials is necessitated by the lack of
impartial firsthand evaluations of these new institutions by qualified
outside observers.

In preparing this study, general claims have been measured against
the details reports in an effort from scat-
tered accounts of varying comprehensiveness which are often vague
and sometimes contradictory, an intelligible record of the course of
experimentation with new institutional forms.

It is hoped that this study will help to clarify the Chinese Commu-
nist regime's approach to education, and some of the problems en-
countered in its attempt to mold an educational system suited to its
economic and political needs and purposes.
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INTRODUCTION

.4

THE MAGNITUDE of the problem of educational development, in
mainland China is in large measure. attributable to the area's mas-

sive population. Although demographic data on China is imprecise,
available information indicates that there were between 150 and 200
million children of primary and secondary school age in the latter
years of the decade of the 1950's. In the 1957-58 school year, however,
the actual enrollment in regular full-time schools was but a minor
fraction of the school-age group. The officially reported enrollment
in the 6-year primary schools was about 64 million; total enrollment
in the 6-year secondary cycle was about 7 million, and was largely con-
centrated in the 3-year junior middle (7th through 9th grades) schools.
In the same year, approximately 141,000 students were enrolled in
full,-time higher education in universities, colleges, and specialized
institutes.'

By early 1958 the ruling Communist regime had become com-
mittedin the context. of the emerging "Great Leap Forward" in all
fields of endeavorto a rapid expansion of educational facilities, look-
ing toward such goals as providing the opportunity for junior middle
school education to all young people by 1967, and making higher edu-
cation available to all by 1972. In the search for means to implement
these ambitious plans, the regime was faced with a persistent problem :
finding a way to finance a program of the necessary proportions.
Pondering the immensity of their task, the authorities apparently
came to the conclusion that the centrtd government could not afford
the heavy State expenditures that would be required to reach the
desired goals. On the basis of this fundamental conclusion, they made
two important related decisions. One was to delegate much of the
responsibility for establishing and operating schools to the collective
bodies which form the basic units in the social fabric of contemporary
mainland China. The other was to encourage the establishment of
part-time (usually half-time) schools in which the students would
spend about half of their time in studying and the other half in

'State Statistical Bureau, Ten Great Tear Statistics of the Nconossic and Cultural
Achievements of the People's Republic of China (Peking : Foreign Languages 'Press. 1950).
p. 192.
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productive labor. In addition to promising operational economies,this latter decision was in line with the regime's new basic educational
licyalso adopted in 1958which sought to combine education andbor more closely, in order to bolster the overall production effortand also to facilitate the inculcation of respect for physical work andloyalty to a political party which ostensibly represented the interestsof the working class.
The most widespread and highly publicized type of "half-work,

half-study" institution which appeared as a result of these decisionswas the nung-yeh rhung-luriieh. or "agricultural middle school". Theagricultural middle schools, in their original form, were designed asself-supporting junior middle schools in which operating expenseswere to be met with the income from student labor in the schools' ownfarms add factories. These schools, which first received national pub-licity in the spring of 1958, spread rapidly and soon became the pivotal
educational undertaking in the new communes which supplanted the
agricultural cooperatives in the summer and autumn of that year. Itis apparent. from the early accounts of the schools that the regime wascounting on them as the n-fain means through which it could hope tofulfill its goal of bringing lower secondary schooling to the youngpeople in the rural areas.

At about the same time as the early agricultural middle schools wereattaining national prominence, a prototype institution in a similar"half-work, half-study" self-sufficient pattern was established at amore advanced educational level in Kiangsi province. This "Com-munist Labor University" and a companion institution founded in 1960received considerable publicity as valuable new instruments for ex-pending the opportunities for higher educat ion.
The founding of "half-work, half-study" schools at these two levelsconstituted probably the most significant pedagogical experiment yetundertaken by the Chinese Communist regime. The significance ofthe experiment lies not only in the crucial role which institutions ofthis kind were expected to play in extending schooling to largergroups. It is to be found alsoand more importantlyinVhe factthat these schools embodied in classic form the concept of (he closeintegration of study and productive labor stressed in the educational

reforms introduced in 1958. Thus a study of these institutions pro-vides an important key to comprehension of theChinese Communists'overall educational philosophy and policy.



THE AGRICULTURAL
MIDDLE SCHOOLS

Reasons for Their Establishment

ONE MAY LOGICALLY BEGIN a discussion of the agricultural middle
schools by examining in greater depth the regime's thinking as

to the reasons why such schools were necessary and the main purposes
t he schools were expected to serve.

The needfor middle schools in the countryside is clear: Lu Ting-i,
Director of the Propaganda Department of the Communist Party
Central Committee and the Party's main spokesman on educational
matters, in an article in the February 1960 issue of Jen-min
(People's Education), acknowledged that prior to the establishment
of the agricultural schools, middle school level education had "failed
to penetrate" into the rural areas. In expanding secondary schools in
thes arms, initial efforts naturally had to be concentrated at the
junior, or lower, secondary level. The reasons why a special type of
junior middle school was deemed necessary in these areas were pri-
marily economic. On the one hand, the regime felt it was unable to
support a general academic-type junior middle school education for
the great numbers of primary school graduates then emerging in the
countryside. On the other hand, it saw a great need for a vast num-
ber of young people who possessed a minimal ninth-grade general edu-
cation and who had in addition some knowledge of modern scientific
agricultural --methods and the ability to handle farm tools and ma-
chines. Furthermore, the relevant age group from 13 to 16 was not
yet adjudged to be physically mature and capable of carrying a full
load in the workaday world. Therefore, it was considered feasible
and advisable to allow this group to continue its education to a point
enabling it to play a more useful role in society, provided that this
schooling would not involve large expenditures of public funds. A
corollary of this view was that education for older rural youth
at the senior middle level would generally be available only on a
spare-time basis, since young people over 16 were needed for
full-time employment.

8
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4 HALF -WORE, HALF-STUDY SCHOOLS

The need for "junior agricultural technical personnel" in the com-
munes was seen as being very urgent.. Lu Ting-i, in his February
1960 article in Jen-mio, Chiao-yii, stated that China would need 1,840,-
000 agricultural machine operators and 440,000 "technical farming
cadres" in order to complete the task of mechanization and moderniza-
tion of agriculture. These were the people who would be counted
upon to drive the tractors and combines, maintain the electric motors
powering irrigation equipment, perform skilled tasks in local fertilizer
and insecticide factories, act as surveyors, veterinary assistants, and
bookkeepers, and do similar lower-level technical work in commune
farms and factories.

Initial Phase of Development (1958 -60)

Origin and Early Growth

It is difficult for an outside observer to ascertain with assurance just
when the type of institution referred to in recent years as the "agricul-
tural middle school" first appeared on the Chinese scene. There are
a few retrospective references in available materials to schools of a
similar nature in existence in 1956 and 1957, but the genesis of the idea
is usually credited in mainland sources to the authorities in Kiangsu
province, where the first agricultural middle schools were reportedly
established in March 1958. In any case, it was apparently the par-
ticular form developed in Kiangsu province which first received the
stamp of approval of the central authorities. This approval was con-
veyed by no less a person.than Lu Ting-i. Lu attended a conference
concerning the new schools in Kiangsu in mid-March, and his favor-
able reaction was immediately reported in mainland news media.

In the wake of Lu's action, many reports of the establishment of,
agricultural middle schools began to appear in a pattern typical of
the early stages of the implementation of any new movement in Com-
munist China. The pace of frenzied activity can best be traced
through the record of what happened in Kiangsu, where the course of
the movement is best documented. Starting from a base of two such
schools in mid-March, Kiangsu was reported to have established more
than 2,000 by the end of the month. By April 21, when the authori-
tative Party Central Committee's journal Jen-min Jih-pao (People's
Daily) gave firm editorial support to the campaign, that paper stated
that there were already 5,600 agricultural middle schools in Kiangsu.
A Kiangsu official later gave the figure for April 1958 as "over 6,000"
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schools.' Meanwhile scattered accounts indicated similar activity in
other areas. Domestic radio broadcasts reported that Anhwei prov-
ince had established 2,e4,54 agricultural middle schools by early April,
that 608 had been set up in the outskirts of Shanghai by early May,
and that by July there were more in Szechwan than in the model
province of Kiangsu.

The national rate of growth of the agricultural middle schools
during the following year and a half is difficult to trace, as reports for
the latter part of 1958 and early 1959 are not available in sufficient
numbers to establish a pattern. It would appear that during the
hectic several months after the mass campaign to establish communes
began in the late summer of 1958, the agricultural middle schools were
revamped and adapted to the new organizational framework in rural
areas. A domestic news release suggested as much when it later
reported that the schools had been "comprehensively overhauled, con-
solidated, and improved- in the wake of the communization move-
ment.' In the spring of 1959 there was again a flurry of publicity
tied to the first anniversary of the official founding of these schools.
By the latter part of 1959 and early 1960, the situation had apparently
become sufficiently stabilized so that new statistics on the schools and
their enrollment could be released.

The first of the new set of statistics, which came in piecemeal in the
latter half of 1959, concerned the situation on the provincial level.
By April 1960 the following data on the number of agricultural mid-
dle schools and their enrollment in various areas were available from
mainland media :

Prorinees, etc.
Liaoning

No. of schools
930

Enrollment
n.a.

Date

Aug. 1959
Shanghai (outskirts)
flopei 2,

220
125

27,
230.

000
0(X)

Aug. 1959
Nov. 1959

Shantung..... 1, 380 134, 000 Nov. 1959
Kwangsi Chuang 530 46, 996 Nov. 1959

Autonomous Region
Inner MomMlian _ 400 31, 000 Jan. 1960

Autonomous Region
Kiangsu 2, 174 279, 890 Apr. 1960
Szechwan 4, 640 38.5, 113 Apr. 1960
Fukien 560 41, 200 Apr. 1960

Although incomplete, the daN.aas representative of the situation in
various dissimilar parts of the country. These figures would indicate

,

' Haag MI (Red', Flag), No. 7/1989 ( Apr. 1. 1959) ; in Sztroods From China Malosiond
lingaziers ( hereattoir cited as E01111) (gong Song : American Consulate General), No. 168
Illay 18,1959). p. 1

, New Chlua Nees gears [hereafter cited sa Nall, Mar. 15, 1960: In Harvey of the
(Aiwa MslaJessad P (hereafter cited as 8C1111 (Hong Song: American Consulate Gen-
eral), No. 2228 (ar. 81, 1960), p. 12.
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a considerable shrinkage in number of schools, in at least some areas,
between the early days of the spring of 1958 and the end of 1959.
The later figures for Kiangsu, which were repeated in substantial
agreement in several sources, are especially interesting. Whereas the
province had been reported as establishing over 6,000 agricultural
middle schools in a few Months in the spring of 1958, only slightly over
2,000 were mentioned in the spring of 1960. The official explanation of
this difference was that during the commune movement the agricul-
tural middle schools underwent a process of "appropriate amalgama-
tion" during which in seine cases as many as 7 schools were combined
into one' Although some consolidation may have been logically
called for by the amalgamation of many cooperatives into one com-
mune, it is possible that other factors, such as unrealistic overeaten-
sion or exaggerated reporting in the early stages, played a role in the
cutback in numbers. It is noteworthy that the late 1959-early 1960
figures reported for the Shanghai hinterland and Szechwan province
also suggested a substantial shrinkage from the 1958 accounts.

Toward the end of the period during which the partial figures re-
ported above were being released, the regime issued the first com-
prehensive national figures for agricultural middle schools and their
enrollment. Unfortunately, the resulting picture was not as clear as
might be wished, as two very different sets of national figures were
released within a month and a half. On February 2, 1960, the Jen-
min Jih-pao reported that in the whole country there were "over
20,000" agricultural middle schools with 2,190,000 students. Six
weeks later, the official news agency reported that there were "over
30,000" agricultural middle schools with a total enrollment of
D60,000.' After the release in mid-March 1960 of the larger figures,
however, they were cited on a number of occasions in the mainland
press, whereas the smaller figures seem not to have been subsequently
used.

It is immediately apparent that the number of agricultural middle
schools averaged roughly about one such school per commune for
the entire country.° The distribution throughout the country was
uneven, however. The NCNA item of March 15, 1960, which gave
the national figure of over 30,000 schools, stated that almost every
commune had at least one'agricultural middle school, and that some
had as many as six or more.

Hump CTIVI, No. 9/1959 (May 1. 1959) ; In 110101 No. 179 (Aug. 5, 1959), p. 19.
'NCNA. Mar. 15. 1960: In ROMP No. 2228 (Mar. 81. 1960), p. 12.
'There were about 26,000 communes In China after the Initial communisation movement

In 1958. The 5gures generally quoted for later years Indicate that there were In the
neighborhood of 24,000 In 1960. An average commune Includes about 8.000 households.
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The March 15, 1960, item also discussed the role then being played
by such schools in the efforts to extend junior middle school education
to a larger segment of the population. It reported that the 2,960,000
students in agricultural middle schools already represented 27 percent
of the total enrollment at junior middle level in the whole country, and
that these schools were currently "doing a third to a half of the work
of universalizing junior middle school education." This latter phras-
ing was apparently a reference to the comparison between entering
enrollments in agricultural middle schools and ordinary junior middle
schools. The draft economic plan for 1960, submitted to the National
People's Congress in March of that year, stated that the enrollment
of new students in ordinary junior middle schools in the fall of 1960
would be 4 million, while another 2,800,0(X) would enter "agricultuql
and other vocational middle schools" at the junior middle level. Tle
1960 figures for entering students do not suggest that the Chinese
Communists were closely approaching the goal of universalizing jun-
ior middle education at that. time; data from the 1953 census would
indicate, for example, that there were probably about 12 or 13 million
young people of 13 years of age (the normal age for entering junior
middle school ) in mainland China in 1960.

However, the emerging role of the agricultural middle school in
expanding the opportunity for middle school education, as seen in
the spring of 1960, was a major one. For example, a Kiangsu dele-
gate, speaking to the National People's Congress in April, reported
that his province alone planned to have 1,450,000 students enrolled
in agricultural middle schools by 1967. The attainment of such a level
of participation on a national scale would enable the regime to ap-
proximate its goal of universalizing junior middle school education,
since there will probably be between 40 and 50 million young people
in the relevant 13-16-age bracket at that time.'

Characteristics of the Schools

Keeping in mind the role that the agricultural middle schools were
playing in the total educational picture in 1960 and the importance
ascribed to their future development, one may turn to a more detailed
examination of the nature of this new type of institution and the kind
of educational experience it offered to the boys and girls in rural areas.

Lu Ting-1. in an open letter released at the time of the Bret anniversary of the founding
of the agricultural middle schools, said that there were then about 87 million In the 18-16
age bracket. He added that only a little over 7 million of them could be accommodated
In ordinary full-time Junior middle schools. NCNA. Mar. 22. 1969: in ROMP No. 1986
(Apr. a. 1969), p.
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First. of all, it must be remembered that the agricultural middle
school of this period was a part-time school. It was thus distinguished
from the other two types of educational institutions in Communist
China considered from the point of view of the daily proportion of
the student's time spent. in classes: The ordinary junior middle school
was a full-time school; and many 8pa.re -time (i.e., after a normal
working day) schools and classes at all levels were run by communes
and factories. The agricultural middle school was often referred to
in mainland sources as "half school, half farm," since its students
normally devoted half their time to classes and the other half to
productive labor, usually of an agricultural nature, the proceeds
from which were used to finance the operation of the schools.

The size of these early agricultural middle schools seems to have
varied considerably. The national statistics indicated that the average
enrollment was about. 100 students per school, but enrollment as high
as over 600 was cited in the sources. In Kiangsu the recommended
enrollment was between 200 and 500 per school, with 3(X) considered
an ideal number, but the actual reported enrollment in the spring of
1960 averaged well below 200 per institution.

In theory, the students in agricultural middle schools were all in
the normal junior middle school age bracket-13 to 16 years. In
practice, however, a considerable proportion of the students were
apparently over age. Articles in the Party journal, Hung Chi (Red
Flag), by a Kiangsu official in May of 1959 and again a year later
made it clear that a sizeable number of students in that model prov-
ince were over 16.' At least in Kiangsu, the entrants were described
as coming mainly from the families of the poorer peasants and hired
farm laborers. It would appear from several accounts of early skep-
tical attitudes toward the schools 8 that this description of the entrants
would be more broadly applicable, since many families seem to have
held out hopes of getting their offspring into the ordinary schools.

Little data is available on the physical facilities assigned to the
schools for classroom work. Early schools were apparently operated
in temples, pagodas, and temporarily unused buildings and rooms.
The Jen-min Jih-pao of April. 7, 1958, described the classrooms as
having a bare minimum of furnishings, with tables and benches
brought in by the students from home or borrowed temporarily from
offices. An article in Hung Ch'i on May 16,1960, looking back in retro-

Home CA'(, No. 9/1959 (May 1. 1959) ; in /CUM No. 179 (Aug. 5. 1959), p. 24. and
No. 10/1960 (May 16. 1960) ; to Selections Prow Chins Motrtiond Moonrises (hereafter
cited as 8C1111] (Hong Hong; American Consulate General), No. 215 (June 27, 1960).p. 18. In the 1959 article the author noted that In one school 86 of the 808 students were
over 17 at the time of their enrollment. Again, In May 1960, he noted that many students
were "relatively advanced in age."

'flee p. 24-25.
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spect on the early days of the movement in Kiangsu, said that "some of
the [schools] were started . . . without fixed premises. The teachers
taught . . . in the open, and doors were temporarily used as black-
boards with the students squatting and using their knees as desks."
Items describing the situation at a later date referred in some cases to
new permanent classroom buildings, but offered no details. In view of
the considerably greater attention given to describing the installations
available for productive labor, this information left the impression
that classroom facilities were rather limited.

It is not clear from available data to what extent the students lived
on the school premises. Probably where housing existed, this practice
was generally followed, but there are very few references to dormi-
tories in the source materials. One article concerning the situation in
Kiangsu in 1959 took up the question of whether or not the schools
should be boarding schools, and concluded that this point was a con-
troversial one after a year's experience. The author stated that the
living-in system had some clear advantages where suitable facilities
existed, but cautioned against large boarding institutions.'

Teaching staff .More important than the physical facilities, in de-
termining the total educational environment, is the teaching staff. In
numbers, the teaching force available for agricultural middle schools
in these early years was relatively small. For example, the February
2, 1960, item in J en-min J ih-pao, which gave the national figure of over
20,000 agricultural middle schools with over 2 million students, said
that there were 60,000 instructors in these schoolsan average of less
than 3 teachers for each 3-year school and one teacher for each 36
students. The reported ratio for Kiangsu and Szechwan (the only
areas where provincial-level figures for total teachers are available)
was approximately the same as the national ratio. -

Teachers were drawn from several sources. When available, grad-
uates of ordinary senior middle schools were used. Otherwise, the
recourse was to ordinary junior middle school graduates, primary
school teachers, government functionaries who had been sent to the
countryside for work experience, local Communist Party leaders, and
even experienced peasants. The principle behind teacher recruitment
was that "every knowledgeable person can teach" and that formal
teaching qualifications were not necessary. As a result of this ap-
proach and the general shortage of teaching personnel throughout the
country, the agricultural middle schools were staffed largely with
people who, at the time of their appointment, admittedly had had
neither teacher training nor teaching experience.

Hung CAI, No. 7/1959 (Apr. 1, 1959); In IC1111 No. 168 (May 18, 1959), p. 22-13.
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The nature of this group posed persistent problems, and necessitated
special training measures which will be discussed later. The problems
were apparently not overcome after 2 years of experience with the new
schools. A report on the situation in the Szechwan schools delivered
to the National People's Congress in April 1960 stated that only
slightly over half of the teachers in that province had had a senior
middle school level education, and, that inadequate political training
and lack of teaching experience were prevalent shortcomings. A
speech to the same convocation by a delegate from Liaoning acknowl-
edged t hat the teachers in that province's schools were "not very good,"
and cited the difficulties experienced by a fresh graduate of an ordinary
junior middle school assigned to teach in an agricultural middle school.
According to an article in Hung Cleiin May 1960, teachers in the early
days of the Kiangsu schools were often poor: The author cited the
case of a female teacher of agriculture who knew nothing of agricul-
tural production, and of a teacher of agricultural mechanization who
could not operate a tractor or identify parts of the machine. The
article claimed that conditions in 1960 were much improved, and that.
87 percent of the teachers in the province at that time had a senior
middle school or better level of education."

Time allotments for study and labor.Such, then, was the educa-
tional environment into which a student of an agricultural middle
school entered. But how did he spend his time while he was enrolled?
As indicated previously, the student spent about half his time in class-
room study and half in productive labor. Apparently the majority of
the schools used a split day, and a minority used alternate days for
study and work. Other arrangements, such as alternate-week systems
and a system with study in mornings and evenings and work in be-
tween, were apparently tried and rejected because of poor academic
results or the overburdening of the student." The half-day or alter-
nate-day system was a general practice, but was subject to alteration
according to the farm calendar. A joint report to the National
People's Congress in April 1960 by three Fukien delegates stated that
the principll which governed division of time in that province was
"less study during the busy farming season, more during slack farms
ing season, occasional study during the busiest season . . . and all-day
study on rainy days." 12 A Szechwan delegate told the same meeting
that the work-study schedule in his province varied from month to
month and that in busy seasons, teachers went to the fields to conduct
brief review lessons or introduce new rqaterial. Schools in Kiangsu

i Reap CA'4, No. 10/1960 (liar 16. 1960) ; Id RCM)! No. 215 (Jane 27, 1960), p. 15.
"fire Hung Cal, No. 1/1959 (Apr. 1. 1969) : In IleRM No. 166 (bier 15. 1959). p. 21-22.
IlJen-nsin JIA-paa, Apr. 16. 1960; In flakes Research Rerobe (Hong Song: Union NomAgency), Vol. 19, No 17 (May 27, 1960), p. 250.
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were reportedly in session for months of the year, with either the
equivalent, of 5 months given to study and 6 months to :abor, or 5/
months for labor and 6 months for study. In Hopei, on the other hand:
schools were apparently in session for virtually the full 12 months,
with their overall time divided equally between study and labor.

The Kiangsu schools were variously reported to spend .2001-'23 hours
per week in classroom study, and one Anhwei school was described
as having 24 lesson periods per week. The schools presumably oper-
ated on the 6-day week basis which is the usual system for middle
schools in Communist (7hina. No weekly hours were reported for other
provinces, but Szechwan schools were said to provide 900 "lesson-
hours" per year, a figure which would average out to about. 1834 hours
per week for an 11-month (48-week) year, and less for a longer school
session.'"

Curriculum, and academic xtandardx.The curriculum in agricul-
tural middle schools consisted of a limited innber of subjects. There
were four basic courses: Chinese language, mathematics, politics, and
a course in agriculture which was most commonly referred to as "basic
agricultural knowledge." Language and mathematics were cited as
the two major courses in the curriculum.

No specific information on the coverage of the language course at
this period is available, other than the general statement. that it
responded to that offered in ordinary junior middle schools. Since
most accounts did not mention "literature" specifically, however, they
left. the impression that, the course coverage was actually narrower
than the scope of the course in Chinese taught. in ordinary middle
schools. It was not completely clear whether mathematics as taught
in the typical agricultural middle school in Kiangsu included algebra
and geometry, but presumably it did; a spokesman from Szechwan
listed these subjects as well as arithmetic in the curriculum generally
in use in his province. The course on politics included material pre-
senting the regime's official explanation and interpretation of such
subjects as important, domestic and international current political
topics, the program for agricultural development., and Mao Tse-tung's
political thought. The coverage of the "basic agricultural knowledge"
course was not well defined in the sources, but it apparently included
such things as basic techniques of crop cultivation, irrigation methods,
and fertilizer application. One source stated that the teaching mate-
rials for this course were derived from those used in drdinary junior
middle school botany and zoology, and gave vend emphasis to the
regime's "8-point charter" for agriculture (a set of guidelines regard-

9441.,

720.475 0-64-3



12 HALF-WORK, HALF-STUDY SCHOOLS

ing close planting, deep plowing, fertilization, etc.)." Perhaps the
best way to indicate what was included in the basic,agricultural course
is to cite some of the courses added to the original tour in some schools.
Most prominently mentioned among these was a course on agricultural
machinery, indicating that this topic was not included in the basic
agriculture course. Other special courses which were added to the
curriculum in some areas included animal husbandry, gardening, and
sericulture. It. was claimed that some of the schools taught physics
and chemistry to students in the second or third year of the 3-year
course, but it was not clear just how widely these courses were offered.

There is unfortunately little indication of the way in which the 20-
odd hours of weekly classroom work were diyided among the various
subjects. The writer found only one such schedule in the available
data, and it pertained to a single agricultural middle school in Anhwei.
The schedule covered a class week consisting of 24 "lessons" (presum-

ably equal to class hours), and was divided as follows:"

Lwow
per week

Language 6
Mathematics 6
Politics 2
Biology 3
Chemistry 2
Cotton cultivation 2
Animal husbandry 2
Physical education

Total 24

Since it was not made clear for which of the 3 years this plan was
designed, and since the plan does not include a basic agriculture course
'as such, and does include a course in biology which is not mentioned
in other sources, it is imposNible to generalize from this one example.
It may be indicative, however, of a lack of standardization in the cur-
riculum pattern of such schools.

What standards were achieved in the academic courses in the agri-
cultural middle schools, and how did the record of performance of
their students compare with that. of students in the ordinary junior
middle schools? The general claim repeated frequently in mainland
press and periodical articles about. the agricultural middle schools was
that their students achieved standards comparable to those of students
in the ordinary junior middle schools in the "main subjects" in their
curriculum. But careful scrutiny of the claims reveals that they were

"Ib#4.
"Hung No. 13/1960 (July 1, 1960) , In 8C1111 No. 221 (Aug. 8, 1960), p. 42.
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often considerably qualified, so that this evaluation would apply only
to some of the students, or some of the schools, in a given area. A
typical example of the resulting vagueness is a statement in a joint
article by three officials from Kiangsu in the Nofember 17, 1959, issue
of the Jen-min Jih-pao. Discussing the schools in Kiangsu, the arti-
cle said that " the standard of mereral subjects taught in the agricul-
tural middle schools is not lower than that taught in the regular middle
schools in general. while results achieved by students of a number of
agricultural middle schools are even better than those achieved by the
students of regular middle schools" (italics supplied).

As for achievements in specific subjects, there were several claims
of equivalence or near-equivalence to ordinary middle school stand-
ards in language and mathematics, and one or two claims of comparable
performance in tests on politics, but these claims were balanced by
provincial reports which conveyed a different impression. A Kiangsu
delegate to the National People's Congress in April 1960 stated that
only about half of the Kiangsu schools'covered in a survey equalled or
surpassed the standards of local ordinary full-time middle schools in
language and mathematics. A joint report to the same meeting by
three Fukien delegates stated that in less titan one-fourth of the agri-
cultural middle schools in Fukien did the quality of language and
mathematics teaching match that in ordinary schools. Tests in three
areas in Hopei, reported in the Jen-min Jih-pao on August 10, 1960,
showed that only 50 percent of the agricultural schools there had at-
tained the standard of ordinary full-time schools in "cultural studies."
It may be noted,..also, that whereas there was frequent mention of
admirable standards in language and mathematics, standards in
physics and chemistry were almost never specifically cited.

Perhaps the best evidence of actual nation-wide standards in these
new schools was contained in an editorial in the Jen-min Jih-pao
published March 16, 1960, on the occasion of the second anniversary of
the founding of the schools. Although praising the schools and call-
ing for greater numbers of them on a national scale, the editorial
said that since they were half-day schools, they "should naturally be
regarded as different from the ordinary full-time middle schools in
the standards of such fundamental subjects as cultural and scientific
subjects." The editorial added that they "may be able to catch up"
with ordinary schools in such "principal subjects" as "language,
mathematics, etc." This evaluation was in line with that voiced by
a Liaoninedelegate to the National People's Congress the following
month. He told the meeting that "generally speaking, the students of
agricultural middle schools are still somewhat behind the students of
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full-time middle schools in book knowledge, but their knowledge of
productive labor far exceeds that of the latter." le

It is clear from the available. data that in the period from 1958 to
196 the agricultural middle schools in general offered a substantially
watered-down course of study compared to that obtainable in the
ordinary junior middle schools. It may well be true, as claimed, that
by offering only a limited number of basic courses, the schools pro-
vided as many annual hours of instruction in these courses as are
offered in the ordinary schools. But it also is evident that the com-
plete absence of the usual junior middle school courses in history and
geography, and the indicated lower standard in physics and chemistry
where these science courses were offered, sufficed to draw a clear line
of distinction between graduates of these new schools and the ordinary
schools.

Produetire labor activities.The foregoing material has provided a
brief outline of the way in which the student in an agricultural middle
school spent that half of his time which was devoted to classroom
study. It now remains to consider his use of the other half of his
timethat devoted to productive labor. The picture derived from
numerous accounts indicates that the student's labor was performed
in a variety of enterprises in "production bases" made available to
the schools through the local communes. The production bases were
of two kinds: agricultural and industrial. Schools had their own
crop farms, part of which were experimental plots. They also often
had livestock and poultry farms, orchards, and tree nurseries. In
some cases they had vegetable gardens, tea plantations, aviaries, and
stocked fish ponds. The factories run by the schools were generally
small, many of them in the nature of handicraft workshops. The
two most commonly mentioned types of small plants were those pro-
ducing local types of fertilizer (both chemical and bacterial) and in-
secticides. Other shops engaged in the processing of economic crops
such as soy beans. The Jen-utin Jih-pao of March 16, 1960, stated
that the principal undertakings of productive enterprises run by the
schools should be cultivating high-yield economic crops and making
handicraft products of the types produced by rutill people as sideline
occupations.

No national figures were released for acreage of farmland,cultivated
or the number of workshops operated by agricultural middle schools;
however, provincial-level figures for three provinces were reported. In
Kiangsu, the 2,174 schools were said to be cultivating 115,400 mots
(a mou equals about one-sixth of an acre) and operating 1,466

'Jew -asin JA-pao, Apr. 12, 1960; In U.S. Joint Publications Research Service report
No. 6491 ( Dec. 29. 1900). D. 98.
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handicraft workshops and factories in April 1960. In Fukien at the
same time, 560 schools were tilling 16,500 moo and running 330 "fac-
tories and farms." In August 1959, 930 schools in Liaoning were cul-
tivating 4,532 nwu and operating 1,016 factories. These figures indi-
cated a rather wide variance in the scope of productive enterprises in

three areas and suggest that in many schools the students were
confined to agricultural labor or work in enterprises not run directly
by the schools.

The production plans of the schools were incorporated into the
overall plan of the commune, and the commune assisted the schools in
obtaining draft animals and large agricultural tools, making arrange-
ments for the supply of raiv materials for the workshops, and organiz-
ing the marketing of products. Division of labor within the schools
was reportedly based on age and sex, with the older students spe-
cializing in agricultural labor and the younger ones in handicraft,
production. The boys were commonly assigned to heavier work, and
the girls undertook lighter tasks such as feeding animals and poultry.

There is little information available on the type and volume of
products produced by the school workshops. One account of a school
in Anhwei reported that it had trial-anufactured 9/4",,kinds of in-
secticides and 177 different kinds of chemical and bacterial fertilizers,
and that over it period of 2 years it had produced over 4 million cat-
ties (a catty. is slightly heavier than a pound) of insecticides and 37
million cat t ies of fertilizer for market."

Part of the staff of the school was charged with the special respon-
sibility for supervising productive work. For example, one Kiangsu
school with 303 students was reported in the spring of 1959 to have
7 "experienced peasants" and "technical workers" in charge of pro-
duction, in addition to the 11 teachers on its staff.

Financial self-s.ufficieney.A description of the productive enter-
prises of the agricultural middle schools leads logically into a discus-
sion of their finances, since at this period the *loots were designed to
14, virtually self-sufficient through theit own production activities.
The proudest boast concerning these schools had to do with the
economy of their operation.

In discussing the economic advantages of the agricultural middle
schools, the regime released some interesting figures on the compara-
tive costs of educating a youth in agricultural middle schools and
ordinary junior middle schools. The figures used in the discussion
were based on statistics collected in the model province of Kiangsu.
Three somewhat different versions of these figures are available in
the data, but perhaps the most authoritative is the one included in a

"Rung CAI, No. 18/1960 (July 1, 1960) ; in 11011111 No. 221 (Aug. Ft, 1960). pp. 89-41.
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dettiled report to the National People's Congress in April 1960'by
a Kiangsu delegate. The figures, on a per student per year basis,
were as follows: "

Chet to state Chat to family
(puss) (awe)

Ordinary junior middle school 187 108
Agricultural middle school 13 38

The figure for the cost to the state of ordinary middle school study
was roughly confirmed by another source, which reported that it cost
the state about 500 yuan to put a junior middle school student through
his 3-year course."

It is not completely clear what was meant by "cost to the state" in
the case of agricultural middle schools. This expenditure may have
been actually charged to the communes, but it is possible that the
provincial or lower-level governmental subdivisions still played a
small role directly in the financing of the schools. In any case, it is
apparent that the expense borne by the authorities in running the
agricultural schools was but a small fraction of the cost of supporting
ordinary junior middle schools. The reduction in the financial burden
on parents was not so great, but was still equal to two-thirds of the
cost of supporting a student in the ordinary schools.

Any expense involved in the initial steps in establishing the schools,
such as making available school buildings and farmland, was usually
borne by the communes out of their welfare fund. From that point
on, the school was expected to strive as quickly as possible to earn
enough to pay its teachers' salaries and its students' tuition, to provide
operational funds, and to supply the students with food, books, and
other needed school supplies.

The extent to which self-sufficiency was actually achieved by these
schools is difficult to determine. There were glowing accounts of in-
dividual schools or groups of schools which paid all their expenses and
returned a profit to the communes, and there were frequent statements
that "many" agricultural schools were "wholly or partially" self-
supporting. Few hard statistics were released, however, and those
which did become available indicated that the goal of self-sufficiency
proved to be elusive. The case of Kiangsu is again illustrative: In
May 1959, after one year's experience with these schools, a Kiangsu
official wrote in Htrng Ch'i that all the agricultural middle schools in
his province should be entirely self-sufficient within 2 yearsi.e., by

NCNA, Apr. 7. 1960 ; to SOUP No. 2240 (Apr. IL 1960). p. 16. The other two m-isses of these figures cutter mainly In the cost to the state of the agricultural middle
schools, which le variously cited as 10 and 18.20 piton. One U.S. dollar equals roughly2 to 2% von.

.10 j n Jih-woo, Nov. 27, 1969; In ROMP No. 2156 (Dec. 15, 1969), p. 40.
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the spring of 1981. About a year later, in July 1960, an enthusiastic
NCNA English-language news release stated flatly that most of the
schools in Kiangsu were already able to cover all their expenditures.
But Kiangsu delegate Kuan Wen-hui's speech to the National Peo-
ple's Congress a few months earlier suggests that this report was pre-
mature. In this speech (in April 1960) Kuan stated that at that time
only 19 percent of the Kiangsu schools were "wholly self-supporting,"
another 18.6 percent were "to a large extent self-supporting," and 31.8
percent were "partly self-supporting." The implication left was that
the remaining 30.6 percent were still wholly dependent on outside
sources. In the same speech it was reported that the plan now called
upon the schools in Kiangsu to "strive for self-support, partly or
wholly" within "2 years or a little longer," indicating that full in-
dependence was not seen as attainable before 1962 or later.

Reports concerning Fukien in the spring of 1960 suggested a similar
situation. Of the 560 agricultural middle schools there, 55 were re-
ported to be able to pay their teachers' salaries fully, and another 61
to be self-sufficient in food. Individual cases of schools which had
paid for teachers' wages, food, and other expenses were cited, but the
impression conveyed was that only a relatively small minority of the
schools were able to pay the major part of their expenses."

The best available example of the way in which a typical agricul-
tural middle school souiht to balance its budget was given in an
article in Hung Ch'i on May 1, 1959. It concerned a school in Ki-
angsu, and presented the school's balance sheet of receipts and ex-
penditures in 1958 as follows: "

Reoeipts:

Smarm
Among.
(Yuan)

Agricultural products 13, 824.40
Silkworm rearing 400.00
Wool 76. 00
Pig rearing 280.00
Rabbit rearing 11.00
Manufacturing of straw ropes 25.00
Manufacturing of rusb mats 300.00
Manufacturing of fertiliser and insecticides 1, 100.00

Total 16, 016.40
Rapeolditstres (not itemised) 18, 792.00

For 1959, the same school planned to attain complete self-sufficiency
by earning a total of 30,890 yuan through cultivating 135 7710U of
wheat., 121 MOU of paddy rice, and 5 ?NON of soy beans, and by grow-

Jew-stki JA-poo, Apr. 16. 1960; In Cuba Rosoorch Berrie*, vol. 19, No. 17 (May 27,
1960). pp. 251-52.

',Haag CA's, No. 9/1959 (May 1, 1959) : In /01/11 No. 179 (Aug. 5,1969). pp. 22413.
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ing vegetables and ramie, raising pigs, sheep, chickens, and fish, and
making rush mats." Expenses contemplated for 1959 were as follows:

Awovst
Item (pads)

Yearly boarding charges (calculated at 6 Yuan per capita per month) _ 22, 608
Wages and salaries of teachers and staff 5, 160
School operating expenses L 100
Books and stationery 1, 212

Total SO, WO

Research and experimental work.In addition to producing goods
for market to achieve self-sufficiency, the agricultural middle schools,
like all middle schools and colleges in Communist China, were am-
posed to give substance to the tripartite combination of learning, labor,
and research by engaging in various types of experimental work. The
schools were generally reported to be devoting at least a part of their
agricultural acreage to experimental plots, and there were numerous
reports of their achievements in attaining high yields. A number of
schools were reported to conduct experimental work in meteorology
(weather forecasting) and water conservation. Some schools appar-
ently also did research on fertilizer, insecticides, and soil analysis, and
their students designed (as well as trial-manufactured) new types of
farm implements and machinery. In regard to this latter category of
investigation, one report, stated that upperclassmen in Kiangsu agri-
cultural middle schools had "created" 10 kinds of modern agricultural
tools, including a mowing machine, a fodder mixing appliance, an
insecticide sprinkler, and rice and wheat threshing machines." As
has been noted previously, another account stated that students in one
school in Anhwei had trial-manufactured 98 different kinds of insecti-
cides and 177 kinds of chemical and bacterial fertilizers.

This kind of activity was considered to be very important. After 2
years of experience with the schools, the regime emphasized their role
as "strongholds for scientific research for the people's communes" and
exhorted them to do more in this field. In carrying out experimental
work, the schools were urged to focus on problems confronted in cur-
rent production and to seek solutions through native methods appro-
priate to local conditions.

Communist Party leadership.The importance attached to the agri-
cultural middle schools is apparent in the particularly intimate role
which Communist Party functionaries played in the daily life of the
schools. From the days of their inception, reports from all areas

The breakdown of income among time. several waren was not given.
Kwaspwitag Jik-pao, July 28, 1960 ; in RCMP No. 2886 (Rept. 18, 1960), p. 8.

*1Jan-sae JeJb-,so, May 18, 1960 ; In 8011P No. 2275 (June 18, 1960), pp. 11-12.
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stressed that the secretaries of the Party Committees in the communes
commonly acted as heads of the schools. They or other high-ranking
local Party functionaries usually were reported to teach the political
courses in the schools. An unsigned article in the J en-min J ih-pao on
February 2, 1960, stated that throughout the country, Party commit-
tees at all levels act ively supported the schools, included discussions of
their work on the agenda of their daily meetings, and inspected them
regularly. An editorial in the same paper on March 16, 1960, empha-
sized strengthened leadership by commune Party committees as the
basic guarantee of the success of the schools, and stressed the familiar
dictum that "politics must be in command" and the ideological and
political consciousness of both students and teachers must be brought
to a high level. Due attention was paid to the fostering of membership
in the Young Pioneers and Communist Youth League le (for students)
and the Communist Party (for teachers).

Trial Extension to Senior Middle Level

Although the original agricultural middle schools and the over-
whelming majority of them consisted of a 3-year course at, the junior
middle school level, it should be noted in passing that during the early
period there was some experimentation with the idea of establishing a
continuation of such schools at the senior middle (10th through 12th
grade) level. This idea was first publicized in the fall of 1959, when it
was repolikisd that in Kiangsu province a small number of senior agri-
cultural middle schools had been established. The first reports in late
November 1959 indicated that 50 such schools with an enrollment of
1,300 students were in existence. The figures released in April 1960
stated that of Kiangsu's 2,174 agricultural middle schools with an en-
rollment of 279,890 students, 51 were on the senior middle level and
enrolled 4,930 students. Thus the proportion of schools and students
at senior level was but a very small fraction of the total. An NCNA
English-language news release of March 5,1960, stated that "a number
of" senior level schools had been set up in Kiangsu, llopei, and "a few
other provinces," but no further details on their establishment outside
of Kiangsu were released.

Reasons cited in Kiangsu for the extension of the agricultural mid-
dle school system included the claimed successful results of the junior
middle level schools and the need for more "intermediate-level" tech-
nical personnel in the communes. Also mentioned was the desire for
further educational opportunities expressed by students in the junior
level agricultural schools and graduates of the ordinary junior middle
schools who were unable to gain entrance into the limited number of

720-675 0-64---4
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ordinary senior middle schools. The curriculum in the senior level
schools was not given in detail in the sources, but an item in the Jen-
min Jih -pao on November 27, 1959, indicated that physics and chemis-
try were definitely being taught and that the mathematics courses
eluded algebra and geometry. A second item in the same issue of the
paper said that botany and planting and crop cultivation techniques
were LiAng taught in the senior schools. A speech to the National
People's Congress by a Kiangsu delegate in April 1960 stated that 30
percent, of the students in senior level schools should concentrate on
"basic lessons" and be trained to be teachers, while the other 70 per-
cent, should concentrate on "professional lessons" to prepare to take
their places as technical and management cadres in the communes.

As of 1960, the prospects for further development of the senior
agricultural middle schools seemed quite limited. Lu Ting- i, the Party
educational spokesman, gave the existing ones qualified endorsement in
his Jen-min Chiao-yli article in February 1960, but added pointedly
that "it is impossible to set up many half-day senior middle schools at
present." A Kiangsu education official was even more specific when
he wrote in the Kuang-ming I ih-pao (Kuang-ming Daily) on July 27,
1960, that "present economic conditions do not permit more half-day
session senior middle schools to be built." It thus appeared that the
regime's basic policythat the vast majority of the physically mature
youths over 16 years of age should further their education in spare-
time study after a full working daywould preclude any rapid de-
velopment of senior agricultural middle schools.

The First Graduates

The foregoing pages have provided a detailed description of the
schools and the way they functioned in the 108-60 period. Before
going on to a summary discussion of the advantages then seen by the
regime in schools of this type, as compared with the acknowledged
problems and criticisms which their launching en Bred, it may be
useful to take a close look at the first graduates of these new institu-
tions in order to see what knowledge they were actually claimed to
have acquired and to ascertain what plans the regime had for them,

Inasmuch as most of the 3-year agricultural middle schools are
considered to have been established since the beginning of 1958, it
came as something of a surprise to outside observers that a number of
graduates of these schools emerged in the summer of 1960. Actually,
this development seems not to have been expected by even so eminent
a persopage as Lu Ting-i, for the Party spokesman stated flatly in his
Februaly 1960 article in Jen-min Chiao -yu that the first graduate
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would come out "next year " i.e., in 1961. Nevertheless, less than
a month later articles began appearing with the news that, there
would be graduates in the summer of 1960. The first of these articles
to become available, published in the Kuang-ruing Jih-pao on March
12, stated that about one-fourth of the students who had entered
the third year of the course in one school in Kiangsu would graduate
the following summer. It added that the early graduates had been
"transferred [into the schools] from a supplementary class," thus
suggesting that some of the students may have gained advanced
standing through spare-time study before their entry into the agri-
cultural schools. Another possibility was that students had actually
been transferred with advanced standing from ordinary junior mid-
dle schools.

Kiangsu was not to be allowed an. unchallenged claim to the first
graduates, however. A speech to the National People's Congress in
April by a Szechwan delegate asserted that a school in his province
had turned out 34 graduates in 1959, and an article in Hung Clei later
in the year (July 1, 1960) claimed that in 1959 1 school in Anhwei had
graduated 298 outstanding students ahead of time, to meet the needs
of the commune.

Despite these early suspiciously competitive - lending claims
reminiscent of the previous apparent competition for the credit for
establishing the first agricultural middle schoolthe main cluster of
publicity concerning the "first" graduates came in the late summer
of 1960. Between late July and early September scattered accounts
revealed that about 50,000 graduates of the schools were turned out
that summe.r...in 6 provinces. Once again, according to these reports,
Kiangsu came out second best : Hopei province was reported to have
graduated over 37,000 who were said to have studied for 3 years,
while Kiangsu's 6,000-plus graduates were said to have been in school
for only 21/2 years."

In the fanfare surrounding the emergence of the first sizeable
numbers of graduates, their accomplishments were highly praised.
The Ktiang-raing Jih-pao, for example, speaking of the Kiangsu
graduales, said :

The half-farming and half-study agricultural middle schools have pro-
duced rich fruits. The rural people's communes now begin to have a re-
search force of new-style intellectual and technical cadres trained by them-
selves. This is a great victory of the thought of Mao Tse-tung and a great
victory of the Party's educatignal program."

01 For these figures and other details concerning the graduates, see eapedally a group
of tour Items in th. Jes-isles Jik-soo, Aug. 10, 1960; in 8011P No. 2328 (Aug. 28, 1960),
pp. 22-26.

dessee-ssiag Jih-nso, July 28, 1960 ; In HUMP Na 2836 (Sept. 13. 1960). D. 7.
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The skills acquired by the new graduates were enumerated in detail.
A Jen-min Jih -pao commentary of August 10 affirmed that "most" of
the graduates had learned how to cultivate farm crops and raise ani-
mals; that some of them had learned how to make native-type fertil-
izers and insecticides and to repair farm implements; and that some
had mastered the basic techniques of operating electric motors, diesel
engines, lathes, and other machine tools. The article on Hopei's 37,000
graduates in thb same issue of the paper reported that 8,000 of them
had learned to drive tractors, 12,000 fritd learned to operate machines
used in irrigation and drainage work, and "quite a few" had learned
to make and repair machines, to make soil surveys and plans for water
conservancy. Shensi graduates were generally reported to be able to
cultivate various crops, control plant diseases and insect pests, irrigate
fields, feed and care for domestic animals and fowl, operate agricul-
tural machines, do farm accounting, and make fertilizers and insecti-
cides; "many" among them had learned how to operate special plows
and weeding and sowing machines. Data on Kiangsu cited the ex-
ample of one school where all the graduates had learned to cultivate
major crops and raise animals, and just under one-third of them
had learned either to make native chemical fertilizer and insecticides
or to repair farm tools; another group of slightly under one-third of
the total had learned such things as weaving, sugar making, and wine
brewing, while "some" (apparently a still smaller group) had grasped
the main techniques of operating motor-driven machinery. It would
appear from these accounts that not all graduates emerged from the
schools with the same skills, as a result of either specialization within
the school or differentiation on the basis of ability.

The question of the assignments of these graduates was discussed
in the same articles. As expected, the principle was firmly stated that
most of the graduates would remain in the rural areas and go to work
in the communes. The authoritative Jen-min Jih-pao commentary on
the graduates said nothing about any of them going on to further
study, stating merely that "they will stay in the rural areas to work,
as required by the people's communes." The Kuang-ming Jih-pao
article concerning Kiangsu asserted that 80 percent of the graduates
in that province would stay in the communes, and the remain&
would go on to higher studies. Other reports simply stated that most
graduates would take up work assignments, with a small number
going on to school.

Graduates were assigned to the commune to work as tractor drivers
and mechanics, bookkeepers, workers in weather stations and agricul-
tural experimentation centers, teachers in local primary schools, and
as holders of a variety of "technical" positions in agricultural ma-
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chinery, fertilizer, and insecticide plants. Some of them were
assigned to take further short-term training in such specialities as
agricultural technical work, accountancy, chemistry, health work,
pedagogy, and meteorology before undertaking their jobs.

Claimed Advantages and Acknowledged Problems

Most. of the advantages seen by the regime in the 1958-60 period
in the institution of the agricultural middle schools have been men-
tioned earlier in this study. To summarize briefly, the Chinese Com-
munist leadership viewed these schools as a means to satisfy growing
popular demands for post-primary education. It also saw them as
a way to train large numbers of rural youths to serve the communes in
a variety of lower-leve! technical and administrative jobs requiring a
rudimentary form of junior middle school education plus vocational
training in crop-cultivation agriculture and other related rural occu-
pations. It placed high value upon the form of the schools because
they were at least potentially able to be self-supporting. They were
also able to function with fewer teachers than ordinary middle schools
and to utilize local sources of teaching personnel. It was also claimed
that the integral combination of education and labor in these half-day
schools provided the student with an ideal environment in which to
see more clearly the relationship between theory and practice and,
through opportunities to apply his learning directly and immediately
to practical work, to digest and better understand the things he was
taught in class. The research and. experimental work performed by
the schools was considered to be especially valuable because it was
closely geared to current local problems and its results were directly
popularized among the local rural people through the students who
lived and worked among them.

One final advantage of the schools was seen in the political sphere.
The student body was given political instruction and was then used
as an organized young activist group in the furtherance of the various
centrally inspired mass movements through which policy is imple-
mented in Communist China. One accounttfor example, noted that
because of their active role in the campaign to establish the communes
in 1958, the Kiangsu schools "were praised as 'political propaganda
stations', while their students were called 'propagandists'. " "

Although the agricultural middle schools were highly praised and
their allegedly great advantages were frequently cited in the available
mainland sources of the period, these same sources also made it clear

Jos-lodo J414-poo, Nov. 27, 1969 ; la ROMP No. 21641 (Dee. 15, 1959), p. 41.
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that, the establishment of the schools elicited criticism from some quar-
ters and resulted in a number of admittedly difficult problems. Among
the difficulties mentioned as encountered by the new schools in their
early days were shortages of competent teachers, lack of needed school
facilities and equipment, shortages of funds, inadequate provision of
production facilities, and poor arrangements for the division of time
between study and labor. As a result of these problems, there was
apparently considerable early skepticism about these schools on the
part of the masses and some cadres, and these doubts were reflected in
low enrollments and, in some cases at least, a serious rate of dropouts.

As early as July 12, 1958, a few months after the big push to estab-
lish such schools began, a domestic radio broadcast reported that some
people were saying that the quality of the schools was low, that there
were no gOod instructors in them, and that they were not welcomed
by the masses. A Kiangsu official, writing later about the early days
of the schools, stated that some people showed a "negative attitude"
toward them, asking: "What would be the use,for farmers to learn
farming?" He added that others predicted tfiat the schools would
be failures from beginning to end. The official himself acknowledged
that in the early stages the schools were "inadequate and inferior" in
relation to the ordinary middle schools in regard to both facilities
and teaching quality." An article in the Kturng-inifig Jih-pao on
August 14, 1959, stated that after a careful "propaganda campaign,"
that year's graduates of primary schools in one Kiangsu area were
saying that they would "cheerfully apply",,to get into the agricultural
middle schools if they failed in entrance exams for the ordinary full-
time schoola clear indication that. the agricultural schools were
considered to be second-rate.

Further criticisms of the early days were belatedly acknowledged
in the spring of 1960. An NCNA Chinese news release of March 15
revealed that some critics had complained that the schools were "sup-
posed to be institutions of education and production but are in fact
neither." A Szechwan delegate to the National People's Congress
reported in April that ideological problems had been prevalent among
both teachers and students. This situation was later reflected in an
article in Hung Ch'i on July 1, 1960, which stated that. at first "the
hearts of the teachers and students were not in the school." The au-
thor illustrated the point by saying that after early results in one
Anhwei commune's school turned out to be "poor," 16 students of an
original 80 dropped out in less than half a month and there were
"grumblings" among the masses. A Liaoning delegate to the 1960

Hue( Oh% No. 9/1969 (X..7 1. 1969) ; to NOMM No. 179 (Aug. 11, 1969), p. 19.
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National People's Congress told the meeting that "those obsessed with
the capitalist class view of education" said, when the schools were first
set up, that since the teachers had not finished senior middle school and
the schools were run-by the masses, they could not be run well and
would not last very long. Perhaps the sharpest early criticism was
that reported by Ch'en Kuang in an article in the May 16, 1960, issue
of Hung Ch'i. The Kiangsu official said that at the beginning "per-
sons with bourgeois viewpoints" derided the agricultdral middle
school and "called it a school for beggars." He acknowledged that
some parents were unwilling to have their children attend.

Apparently the children and their parents were not the only ones
who took a dim view of the schools in their early stages. An article
in Hung Ch'i on April 1, 1959, chastized those cadres who were run-
ning the schools "like a spare-time and temporary school." A year
later a Kiangsu delegate to the National People's Congress criticized
"a small number of lower-level cadres" who had felt that attendance
at the schOols took too much time away from production: "They in-
tended to turn agricultural middle schools into spare-time schools,
and . . . would consider these schools as production shock teams." 25

The majority of the above-mentioned acknowledged criticisms, it
will be noted, were publicized only belatedly, and their revelation was
customarily accompanied by assertions that the problems which elicited
the complaints had been overcome. But some authoritative items in
the mainland press published as late as the spring of 1960 indicated
that the new schools were not yet accepted as completely successful at
that time. For example, an unsigned article in the Jen-min Jih-pao
on February 2, 1960, made the distinctly qualified evaluation that the
agricultural middle schools "have now begun to shape up" and "have
fulfilled fairly well their teaching and productive labor plans." An
editorial in the same central Party journal on March 16, although
calling for more of the schools throughout the nation, conceded that
"not everybody is clearly aware of the great significance of the agri-
cultural middle schools. Some say that the agricultural .middle
schools do not look like schools."

Probably the most persistent single problem faced by the regime in
attempting to consolidate the schools was the recruiting of sufficient
teachers with adequate preparation. The existence of this problem
was not surprising, since there is abundant-evidence of a chronic short-
age of qualified teachers in the schools at all levels in Communist
China." But the frequent references to the problem and accounts of

as NCNA. Apr. 7, 1960 ; to SCI IP No. 2240 (Apr. 19, 1960. p. 17.
is In this connection, see Theodore H. E. Chen, Teacher Training in Oossmanist (Mina,
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a variety of stopgap measures taken to deal with it show that it was
particularly serious in the agricultural middle schools. Reference
has been made earlier in this study to the calibre of teaching personnel
and-Kir level of qualifications. The problem arising out of the re-
cruitment of such people was recognized by the regime. A Kiangsu
official, writing in Hung Ch'i on May 16, 1960, stated that at the be-
ginning, when the agricultural schools had no full-time teachers and
therefore borrowed instructors from the ordinary schools, the policy
question arose as to whether it was better to train teachers first, or to
set up the school first. It was decided to establish a school, obtain a
staff, and then train it. This training was given through correspond-
ence courses, short-term special vacation courses organized by normal
schools and normal colleges, and in some cases by sending outstanding
teachers to attend normal schools. The aid of teachers in the ordinary
schools was solicited, and teachers in the agricultural schools visited
their classes and learned from them.

There is evidence that not all the teachers were happy with their as-
signments. Acknowledged ideological problems affecting the teachers
in Szechwan have already been mentioned. A similar problem was
also faced in Kiangsu, where many of the teachers, most of whom were
from the city, were admitted to have at first disliked- the country-
side and their appointed tasks there. Their views were reported to
have changed as a result of political indoctrination and their salutary
experience with labor."

The regime encountered one new problem in the summer of 1960,
when the first sizeable contingent of graduates emerged from the agri-
cultural middle schools. This was the disgruntlement of graduates
upon learning that they would not be allowed to continue their school-
ing. The Director of Education in the Kiangsu Provincial Party
Committee acknowledged in an article in the Kuang-ming Jih-pao on
July 27 that he himself had received a number of letters from "gradu-
ates who expressed unwillingness to obey the unified assignments of
communes and demanded higher education. Some even expressed
reluctance to stay in the countryside and take part in agficultural pro-
duction." He added that the reasons for going to work in the country-
side "are not adequately understood by all graduates . . . . Not a few
of them are unable to adjust their thoughts." The Director's answer
was to address a stern lecture to the recalcitrant students, telling them
that if they were unwilling to take part in labor, it was because they
were subject to the "extremely harmful" influence of "bourgeois ideas."
He also called upon all the authorities concerned to conduct "penetrat-

&Hag 0104, No. 10/1960 (May 16, 1960) ; In SOHN No. 215 (June 27, 1960), p. 15.
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ing ideological education" among the graduates to explain the neces-
sity for the assignments to jobs." The duty to devote themselves to
rural work was also stressed in the commentary accompanying the sev-
eral reports hailing the graduates published in the Jen-min J ih-pao on
August 10, 1960.

Summary: Status of the Schools in Mid-1960

Despite these problems, the agricultural middle schools were hailed
by the regime throughout the first 2 years of their existence as a valu-
able new educational development. When Lu Ting-i wrote his au-
thoritative and widely cited article on the educational reforms of 1958
in flung C h'i, he said :

Two measures taken at the end of last year and early this year stimulated
the advance in education. One was to apply In all schools the principle of
diligent work combined with thrifty study (I.e., the combination of educa-
tion and labor]. The other was the opening of agricultural middle schools,'

On the occasion of the first and second anniversaries of the founding
of the schools, in the spring of 1959 and 1960, Lu again lent his prestige
to them by writing commemorative pieces.

Lu's important endorsement of the schools was-,seconded by en-
thusiastic articles in authoritative newspapers and magazines during
the same 2-year period, as has been noted. There was a significant clus-
tering of publicity for the agricultural middle schools around the
March anniversary date in 1959 and 1960, but other items appeared
from time to time throughout the period. At the time of the second
anniversary of the founding of the schools, in March 1960, the Jen-
min forcefully repeated its earlier editorial endorsement of
them and called for the opening of such schools "at once" in all areas
where they (lid not yet exist. It described the setting up of new agri-
cultural middle schools and the strengthening of the uld ones as an
-urgent task" in rural educational work." This strong approval
voiced by the central Party journal was reflected a few months later,
in the summer of 1950, when the erpergence of the first agricultural
middle school graduates was gree4d with a fanfare of publicity.
Thus as late as the summer of 1960 tfiere was every indication that the
schools had established themselves as an important and highly re-
garded new feature of the educational system and as the object of
continuing favorable comment in mainland media.

kuotptatag J1k-poo, July 27, 1960; In ROMP No. 2886 (Sept. 18, 1980). pp. 15-17.
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Later Phase of Development (1961-62)

Renewed Attention After a Period of Silence

Although all evidence indicates that the agricultural middle schools
were highly evaluated' and approvingly publicized by the regime in
the spring and summer of 1960, the onset of the fall of the year marked
the beginning of a prolonged period during which virtually no n
of the schools appeared in Chinese Communist sources. Throu
the fall and into the spring of 1961 there was no indication in avai
materials that these new institutions were discussed at any appreciab e
length in the mass media. lip until March 1961 the absence of such
accounts was not part icularly noteworthy, as gaps of several months
had occurred between earlier flurries of publicity on the subject. But
when the third anniversary of the officially celebrated fotmding of the
schools passed in March 1961 without notice, the contrast with earlier
anniversaries was rather striking. Logically, the third anniversary
should have been an especially auspicious one, since it marked the ap-
proach of the close of the third year in the life of the new 3-year schools
and thus the potential occasion for the first large-scale emergence of
t heir graduates.

The continued existence of the schools was confirmed in an editorial
in the Jen-min Jih-pao on February 28, 1961, which was addressed
to the problem of a continuing shortage of personnel capable of han-
dling tractors, irrigation equipment, and other agricultural machines.
The editorial mentioned in passing that the opening of numerous agri-
cultural middle schools had been one factor in the training of op-
erators of agricultital machines, but it placed no particular stress on
their role in the training of such personnel. The impression left by
the editorial was that the schools might not have been very effective
in accomplishing what had been previously cited as one of their main
purposes. This impression was bolstered by several other news items
released during the spring of 1961 which discussed various measures
for solving the shortage of machine operators, but made no mention
whatsoever of the role of the agricultural middle schools in this
connection.

The net effect of the long absence of any particular attention to the
schools in mainland sources, and the criticism implied in such refer-
ences to them as did find their way into the mass media, was to suggest
that perhaps the schools had encountered some new difficulties, either
as a result of inherent defects discovered in their own makeup or as a
consequence of the severe crisis in the agricultural economy which was
well advanced in late 1960 and 1961.
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The long period of virtual silence on the agricultural middle schools
was finally broken in the middle of 1961, and during the latter half
I the year scattered reports concerning the status of schools in vari-
ous parts of the country gradually began to appear once again in main-
land publications. By the spring of 1962 reports had become
available in sufficient number to enable one to reconstruct in general
outline, if not in detail, the picture of what had been happening to
these institutions during the preceding year and a half.

The new material released in late 1961 and 1962 did nothing to up-
date the statistical data available on the status of agricultural middle
schools in the nation as a whole. No new national figures were offered
for either numbers of schools or total enrollment. Nor were there any
reports on the number of agricultural middle school graduates in the
whole country in 1961 or 1962, despite the fact that under normal con-
ditions these figures could logically have been expected to be rather
impressive.

The figures which were published often covered only a small part
of one province, and sometimes only one school. The only national-
level report, which was released in early January 1962, stated that the
school year had begun in "thousands" of agricultural middle schools
throughout the nation in the preceding months." The use of the
term "thousands" was possibly significant in view of the fact that sev-
eral tent of thousands of such schools had been reported to be in exist-
ence in early 1960; if the report had meant to say tens of thousands,
it could have done so very easily, since the Chinese language has a
special word for this number and it is a commonly used counting unit.
The suggestion that the numbers of agricultural middle schools might
have declined between 1959 and 1961 was further strengthened by new
data available from two areas where the number of schools in earlier
years had been previously reported. Kiangsu province, which had
nearly 2,200 schools in April 1960, was reported to have only 1,500 in
Noveigber 1961; the Shanghai outskirts, which had 220 schools in
August 1959, had only 171 in December 1961. No 1961-62 data on
numbers of schools wab-available for any other area. It is perhaps
noteworthy in this connection that a conference in Fukien in October
1961 called for the "re-establishment" of a number of the schools in
that province."

New total enrollment figures were given for only one province
(Kirin), and they could not be compared with any available earlier
data. The only enrollment comparison that could be made involved
the outskirts of Shanghai, and it indicated that enrollment (as well as

* NCNA, Jan. 2, 1962 ; ln ROMP No. 2664 (Jan. 9, 1962), p. 28.
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numbers of schools) haci sharply declined in that area; the decline in
enrollment between 1959 and 1961 was from 27,000 to 16,000.

With regard to graduates, most of the new reports were confined to
giving cumulative figures for the total number of g-radtvates that 146
emerged from the schools in various areas since their founding. Such
cumulative figures covering the situation in several provinces through
1961 were released. The total graduates accounted for in these reports
was between 225 and 230 thousand, a substantial figure considering the
small number of provinces represented, but still a far cry from ttbf
much larger national figures that could logically have been anticipaeed
that year. No new figures for graduates at either national or provincial
level became available in 1962.

Thus the statistical data released in late 1961 and 1962 leaves a
clouded but essentially unimpressive quantitative picture of the num-
ber of agricultural middle schools, their enrollment, and recent
graduates.

Adoption of a Modified System

New Rchedule for annual School 8e88ion.---The new material pub-
lished in the 1961-62 period makes it quite clear, however, that in a
gradual process which apparently began in the autumn of 1960 and
culminated sometime in 1961 in most areas, the system under which
the schools operated was modified to a considerable degree. According
to the data of the 1958-60 period, most of the schools at that. time were
run nearly all year round on a split-day basis, with students' studying
for half of the day and then working in the school's own farms or fac-
tories for the other half of the day. In the new more flexible pattern
which came to be generally adopted in 1961, some of the schools were
reported to be operating on the split-day (or alternate-day) basis and
others were run on a spare-time basis, but most. were on a still different
schedule. The new system, of which there were a number of variations,
provided essentially for the schools to operate on a full-day basis in the
slack season of the agricultural year, and then to closedown during the
busy season. The length of the schooling period apparently varied
from as little as 4 to as many as 7 months, but generally was of about 5
months' duration. In most parts of the country, school was in session
more or less continuously, except for a vacation break around Chinese
New Years in January or February, from early November until the
end of March or sometime in April. During the balance of the year,
the students generally returned to their homes and worked in the com-
mune's fields with other peasants. While working in the communes,
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the students were expected to do regular self-study and participate in
small group study sessions in their spare time; the teachers traveled
around an assigned area and gave periodical individual tutoring and
group guidance during the labor months. Under this system, during
the working period the students were supposed to study by themselves
for about an hour a day and to meet three or four times a month in
groups for several hours of group discussion or instruction.

Judging from the several accounts of schedules for the study months,
it would appear that the schools which are in session for 5 months of
the year have about 120 days of classes during this period, allowing for
a 1- or 2-week vacation at Chinese New Years and for Sundays off.
This is roughly comparable to, but slightly less than, the approxi-
mately 130 days (in terms of full-day equivalents) which were ob-
tained under the former split-day system. During the approximately
20 weeks in which students are attending classes, they have about 5
hours per day (or 30 hours per week) of classroom work, amounting
to a total of about 600 hours for the school year. Students in regular
full-time junior middle schools, on the other hand, have about 1,000
hours of class-time in their much longer (37 to I() weeks) school year.
The indicated relationship between class hours for regular and agri-
cultural junior middle schools is roughly confirmed by an article in
the Kuang-nting Jih -pao which stated explicitly that the total study
time in agricultural middle schools in Kiangsu was only about one-
half of that in regular junior middle schools, on an annual basis."

Reaeona for the change.The rationale behind the change in the
system under which the agricultural middle schools were operated
was indicated in several items in mainland publications. The primary
reason for the move was clearly the need to have more labor power
available for use during the busy season in the agricultural calendar.
This was a reflection of the regime's overriding concern, from 1960 on,
with the mobilization of all resources to bolster lagging agricul-
tural production. But a question of pedagogical efficiency was also
cited as one of the justifications for the change. It was acknowledged
that the former year-round split-day or alternate-day system provided
the advantages of a built-in continuous interplay of theory and prac-
tice. Yet the constant shifting from study to labor had resulted in
special problems: the teachers had insufficient time to prepare their
lessons, and the students were unable to "consolidate" their learning.
Under the new system, the opportunity to immediately apply knowl-
edge to concrete problems was sacrificed to some extent, but lessons
were related to everyday life by a strong "practical" orientation.

Kaaapinies Jih-poo, Mar. 12, 1949; to 80i/P No. 2710 (Apr. 2, 1942), p. 15.
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Furthermore, during the prolonged period of labor the teachers could
have time to develop their teaching materials, and the students were
able to review and digest their lessons in organized and supervised
spare-time study. The basic economic and pedagogical rationale be-
hind the change was best summarized in an article in the authorita-
tive Jen-min Jih-pao at the end of 1961, which stated:

When the agricultural middle schools were first established, the method of
dividing a day into half for labor and half for study, and the method of
labor and study on alternate days, were adopted. Later it was found that
such methods could not enable the students to provide full support to agri-
culture during busy seasons, nor to devote their full energy to study during
slack farm seasons. But after the present method has been adopted, we
have been able to meet more satisfactorily the needs of agricultural produc-
tion, and the Ume for study has been more concentrated, to the satisfaction
of Students, teachers, and parents!"

Another aspect. of the economic advantages seen in the new system
had to do with the financing of the operation of The schools. Under the
new system the schools were largely financed by tuition fees paid by the
students out of their earnings as laborers on the communes during the
busy season. It was claimed that in most cases these earnings were suf-
ficient. to pay the tuition and have something left. over to bolster the
finances of the student's family.

The tortuous path actually followed by one of the schools in arriving
at the new system was outlined in a revealing item published in a lead-
ing mainland newspaper in December 1961.'° This item traced the
vicissitudes through which the school passed from the time of its
founding, and the record is worthy of discussion in some detail. When
first established in the latter part of 1957, the school reportedly got off
on the wrong foot. It had no fixed "production base" (school farm or
factory) in which its students could work, and at the same time it over-
ambitiously attempted to emulate a regular middle school in its curric-
ulum. The unhappy result was that both study and productive labor
activities were admittedly "confused". In early 1958, the school was
given a substantial amount of land and it was "demanded" that it be-
come'self- supporting. It Eventually became largely self-sufficient, but
the ensuing "excessive pursuit of economic profit." subjected the stu-
dents to a heavy burden of labor, and resulted in an acknowledged
"failure to accomplish the tasks of education". The school "almost
turned itself into a production team, arousing the uneasiness of some
teachers and students to such an extent that some students even asked
permission to leave the school". Faced with this unsatisfactory situa-
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lion, the Party officials in the province in which the school was located
decided to switch to the "5 and 7" system (5 months study in the slack
season, 7 months labor in the communes). Under the new system, all
of the productive activities operated by the school were returned to the
jurisdiction of the communes and their sub-units, and the students
worked in the fields like other peasants to earn the money to cover their
tuition expenses.

Other significant aspects of the revised system.As indicated in the
foregoing, the single most significant change in the system was that the
student's time for study, although still described as approximately
"half-time" on an annual basis, was concentrated in about 5 months of
full-time schoolwork rather than being spread virtually throughout
the year on a half-day or alternate-day basis. The time for labor was
similarly concentrated in the approximately 7 months remaining in the
year. Involved in this basic change, however, was the virtual aban-
donment of one of the most fundamental features of the agricultural
middle school in its original (1958-60) form. This was the self-suffi-
ciency feature--the principle that these schools were designed to be
self - Supporting on the basis of the income to be produced by students
and kftchers working in farms and factories established and run by the
schqols. In the new material available in 1961 and 1962,-there were a
few' references to schools having farm acreage or experimental fields,
but there were no references whatsoever to the operation of any fac-
tories or workshops, and claims of partial or complete self-sufficiency
were conspicuous by their almost total absence. The new system of
financing was based upon tuition payments made by the students out of
their earnings during the labor season., These tuition payments ac-
counted for the bulk of the cost of operating the schools. They were
supplemented by aptiopriations by the commune and, in some cases,
government subsidies. There is some evidence that the earlier system
of financing the schools with the income from their own productive
enterprises had not worked out satisfactorily. For example, a report
on the schools in Kirin province published in the .1 enmin Jih-pao de-
scribed the change in fiscal arrangements as follows:

In the pest, the administrative expenditure of agricultural middle schools
in various areas was met by the income derived from . . . production or by
subsidies given by the communes ; as a result, some schools were not ade-
quately financed. But after the [new] method has been adopted, when the
students return to their production teams to work. they receive the same pay
for work as other commune members, and in this way increase the income
of their families. The small amount of miscellaneous charges by the schools
will not increase the burden on the families of the students.'

Jeosisia Jik-moo, Dec. 18, 1901; to ROMP No. 4669 (Jan. 6, 1961), p. 18.
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Onelkxample of the cost of schooling and its place in the family
budget under the new system was available in the data. It. cited the
case of a student who, earned about 70 yuan by working in the fields
during the busy season. His annual expenses at the agricultural
middle school were as follows:"

VV116eBoard
33School fee (tuition)

4Books
2

Total
39

His earnings thus covered his school expenses and left a surplus of
about 30 yuan to add to the family coffers.

Available information suggests that the tuition fees at agricultural
middle schools were about two-thirds to 1 yuan for each month in
which the school was in session (or 4 to 5 yuan per year). Since the
data indicates that the students earn about two-thirdsyuan per day for
agricultural work in the communes, this would mean that it would take
about 1 to 11/2 days' work to cover the cost of 1 month's tuition, or about.
1 week's work to cover the annual fees.

The curriculum in the agricultural middle schools under the new
system remained basically concentrated on the four subject areas in-
cluded in the ktrly period : language, mathematics, agriculture, and
politics. The main difference between accounts of the curriculum pub-
lished during the two periods was that the later material explicitly and
strongly emphasized the "practical" bias observed in the teaching of allcourses. For example, it stressed that language courses paid special
attention to training students to handle common everyday writing such
as letters, reports, records, notices, and labor contracts. It mentioned
that instruction in bookkeeping, "accounting", and "statistics" had
been introduced in new added courses or covered in language or mathe-
matic courses. Mathematics courses were widely reported to include
instruction in the use of the abacus and the calculation of areas and
volume. Courses in physics and chemistry were quite frequently men-
tioned, but in nearly half of the reports there were indications that the
course content was narrower than that covered in the regular full-time
junior middle schools and was focussed on practical applications ofthese sciences, such as the working of agricultural machines and the
manufacture of chemical fertilizers.

a, Chump-kilo Oh'imseeskus Poo (China Youth Sept 20, 1961 ; to ROMP No. 2596(Oct. 10, 1961), p. 14.
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The net effect of the new material, when considered in comparison
with that of the 1958-60 period, was to make it more explicit that the
courses were different from those of similar title offered in the regular
schools at that level, and also to suggest that the schools had become
more a vehicle for producing people to handle.the paper work in the
communes and production teams, rather than the mechanical and tech-
nical jobs. This impression was strengthened by the 1961 and 1962
accounts. of how recent graduates of the schools were being used in
various parts of the country. These accounts mentioned assignments
as accountants, bookkeepers, "statisticians", and work-point recorders
much more frequently than assignments as machine operators, me-
chanical maintenance men, and general agricultural "technicians".
They also mentioned prominently that many graduates had been given
administrative posts as heads of production teams or secretaries of
Party or Youth League branches, or were serving as school teachers.

There were few indications of the relative proportion of time given
to the various courses in the curriculum, but such reports as became
available suggested that from one-half rihree-fourths of the class
time was devoted to instruction in language and mathematics, and one-
fourth or less to courses on agriculture. One account concerning a
school in Shansi province stated yhat during the whole 3-year course
the students spent just slightly over two-thirds of their time on "cul-
tural" courses (mainly language and mathematics, but also simplified
courses in chemistry and physics; no other "cultural" subjects were
mentioned), one-fourth of their time on "technical" courses in agri-
culture, and between 6 and 7 percent on political courses." The pro-
portion of time devoted to language and mathematics is more typical
of the pattern in Chinese primary schools than that in regular junior
middle schools; in the latter considerably less than one-half of the
total time is given to these two subjects. The earlier claims that a
student in the agricultural middle schools receives as many total hours
of instruction in language and mathematics as a student in the regular
full-time junior middle schools were repeated in the 1961-62 data, but
must be measured against the indications that the material covered
was not at the same level of sophistication. The evidence of different
course content is strengthened by several references in available ma-
terial to new textbooks which had been, or needed to be, compiled for
use in the agricultural schools.

Material published in the 1961-62 period indicated that some of the
agricultural middle schools had classes at the senior middle level.
There was no real evidence that the idea of continuing these schools

Joa-osia Jia-pao, Jan. 6, 1961; In SOUP No. 2660 (Jan. 17, 1962), p. 15.
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at the higher level was being implemented very widely, however. The
senior schools in Kiangsu, where this extension of the idea was first
tried out in 1959, were still described as experimental in the spring
of 1962.

Problems and DifficultiesOld and New

Most of the acknowledged problems encountered in running the
agricultural middle schools under the new system were continuations
of some of the difficulties faced in the earlier years. Not all of the
financial difficulties were resolved under the new arrangements, and
the need for improvement in the quantity and quality of the teaching
force and for better facilities was frequently expressed. The Secre-
tary of the Kirin Party committee, writing in a major national news-
paper in the summer of 1961, acknowledged that the schools in his
province were at that time still "unstable" and that the study condi-
tions they offered were "somewhat difficult"."

The change in system apparently did not allay the doubts of some
students about the advisability of entering the schools. In the same
article cited above, the Kit-in official admitted that. "at present, a con-
siderable number of students who will be graduated from senior pri-
mary schools this year still think that the agricultural middle schools
are irregular schools and are therefore unwilling to enroll for their
entrance examinations . ording to an account in the same news-
paper on December 1, 194 similar problem was manifested when
the system was changed at a school in Shansi. Students and teachers
"generally" objected that the new period for study was too short and
that the change amounted to converting the schools into spare-time
classes or virtually closing them down.

The reluctance of graduates of the schools to return to work in the
communes and forego the chance for further schooling was also ap-
parent in the later data. As before, additional "ideological educa-
tion" to counteract this tendency was recommended.

One new problem connected with the new system appeared in 1961.
It posed a further complication of the already vexing teacher shortage.
When the teachers traveled during the long labor season to give on-the-
spot tutoring and group guidance to the students, each teacher neces-
sarily was assigned to a certain geographical territory. He met with
all students in that area and had to give instruction in all subjects and
at each of the three year-levels represented in the school. This need
for versatility placed a further strain upon the limited qualifications
of the teaching personnel available for these schools.

Kwastp-ardwg Jih-poo, July IT, 1961; In ROMP No. 2563 (Aug. 28. 1941), p. 20-21.
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Future Outlook for the Schools
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Despite the continuation of problems and the acknowledged neces-
sity for further improvement, the schools in their new form received
sufficient publicity in the national press to indicate substantial_ap-
proval by the leadership of the regime. The economic crisis centered
in the countryside during the early 1960's served to reinforce the re-
gime's conviction that it could not afford the investment of capital and
manpower necessary to enable all young teenage rural youths to attend
a full-time regular junior middle school. In this situation, the agri-
cultural middle school remains clearly the only instrumentality
through which the regime can hope to make this level of education
available to a majority of the relevant age group. This fact was
recognized by the Kirin Party Secretary quoted above, when he wrote
that "in the future, when primary school education is universalized,
the number of senior primary school graduates will be ever increasing
and most of the problems in connection with their going for further
study in higher schools will be . . . solved by the agricultural middle
schools"." The same realization was reflected a few months later in
an article in a national magazine which stated that the schools, in the
new form in which they were being operated at that time, were in con-
formity with national needs, since "at the moment and for a fairly
long period to come, the regular course middle schools in the country
shall not be able, under the present circumstances, to meet the demand
of the higher primary school graduates in the villages. . . .""

From the point of view of an outside observer, it is still too early
to evaluate this critical experiment with the agricultural middle school
as a way of extending secondary education into the rural areas. It
seems clear that in their original form, in which they were designed to
be self-supporting on the basis of the income produced by the labor
of their students in enterprises run by the schools, the institutions were
a failure under the conditions existing in most parts of the country.
The system apparently did not provide an economically efficient way
of financing the operation of the schools, and at the same time it was
not pedagogically effective.

The costs of education were apparently causing a general retrench-
ment in education in the spring of 1962. On May 81 of that year the
People's Daily commented that Communist China "cannot afford to
spend more money for expanding the educational network for
children."

" Ibld., p. 19.
8848484A Inor-tes (Current Ira Ire Handbook). No. 19/1961, Oct. 8, 1961; In ROHM

No. 288 (Nov. 20, 1981), p. 17.
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The new mold in which most of the schools were cast by 1962 had
some obvious economic advantages in that it enabled the students' labor
to be better integrated with that of the rest of the working rural popu-
lation and provided a more stable and less complicated method of meet-
ing the costs of the schools. From the standpoint of pedagogical effec-
tiveness, the main problems would seem to be (1) whether the desired
"practical" bias can be maintained without the frequent built-in op-
portunities for applying the knowledge and skills acquired; and (2)
whether the arrangements for guided self-study during the long labor
period between abbreviated school years will be sufficient to sustain
the continuity of the learning process.

It must be remembered that the regime itself has set rather definite
standards that, must be met before an agricultural middle school can
be adjudged to be successful. An article in a leading national news-
paper in the spring of 1962 said, in connection with the schools, that
"failure of a student to acquire the same basic knowledge (about main
subjects like Chinese language and mathematics) as from an ordinary
middle school would naturally make a mockery of an agricultural
middle school." 4° Considering the indicated level and coverage of the
agricultural middle school courses in these subjects, it is by no means
clear as yet that the necessary standard can be generally attained by
schools of this type. It may well be that the nature of the school will
have to undergo still further revision before a fully acceptable form is
devised.

" Soong-ming J4A-poo, Mar. 12, 1062 ; In SOUP No. 2710 (Apr. 2, 10621, p. 15.



THE HALF-WORK, HALF-STUDY
UNIVERSITIES

EXPERIMENTATION WITH THE IDEA of a half-time self-supporting
schoolalthough apparently conducted most extensively at the

secondary education levelwas not confined to that level alone. In
the summer of 1958, a new half-time institution which was described
as a "university" was established in the province of Kiangsi. This in-
stitution, and a similar companion "university" founded in the same
province in early 1960, were in effect the counterparts, on a more ad-
vanced level, of the agricultural middle schools. They were ostensibly
the prototypes of a new kind of higher educational institution, partic-
ularly designed to con with the principles promulgated in the
educational reforms of

Establishment and Gryowth of the
New Institutions

In mid-summer 1958, when the official news agency of Communist
China reported that a new type of "university" had been set up in the
city of Nanchang in southeast China, the institution was said to have
been jointly sponsored by the highest governmental and Communist
Party bodies in the province. The brief report stated that the new
university would "give priority" to workers and peasants, and that it
had initially enrolled recently discharged servicemen and members of
the province's agricultural cooperatives as well as students from the
ordinary schools. It added that the school would be operated on the
principle of combining study with labor, and would turn out "qualified
workers" to aid in the development of the province's upland resources.'
Other available descriptive accounts released during the first year of
the school's operation made it clear that the institution was designed
mainly to admit workers' and peasants' children who had little formal
schooling. It was planned that students would attend classes for 2 to

NONA. Aug. 6, 1968; In ROMP 14o. 1830 (Aug. 19, 1968). p. 11-13.
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4 years on a half-time basis, devoting the other half of their time to
productive labor at the school's own farms, forest areas, and factories
in order to meet their living expenses. At the end of their training
they would obtain "diplomas," certifying that they had received in-
struction in such departments as agriculture, forestry, and animal hus-
bandry, and would be ready to take assignments in the mountain
regions. The aim of the university wits stated to be "the mass training
of laborers for socialist and Communist construction who possess
higher political consciousness and the standard of higher education in
science and cultural subjects". I

The scale on which the new institution was launched was indeed an
ambitious one. The August 5, 1958, announcement of its establishment
(issued only 4 days after the institution was formally opened) stated
that the "university" already consisted of a central site in Nanchang
and 30 "branches" in outlying parts of the province.. The beginning
enrollment was given as 20,000 students, but this figure reportedly was
expected to climb to 50,000 during the school's first year. Looking to
the more distant future, the same announcement foresaw an institution
with at least 10() branches and 400-480,000 students by 1962.

During the ensuing months, press reports traced the growth of the
new institution. By April, 1959, it was reported to have 75 branches
and a total enrollment of 31,000. At the same time it was announced
that the university and its branches had 52 attached "technical schools"
which enrolled another 11,000 students. By August. 2, 1959, on the
first, anniversary of the university's founding, the president of the in-
stitutionwhich was by then known as Kung-eh'an chu-yi Mo-lung
to -h. iieh. or "Communist. Labor University"reported in a newspaper
article that there were 84 "branch universities," and that the total uni-
versity enrollment at the central and branch sites was just under 33,000.
The president's report suggested that there had been some retrench-
ment from a possibly over-extended development. at certain stages dur-
ing the year, since he stated that the number of attached technical
schools was then only '26 (half the number reported 4 months earlier,
and that their enrollment at that time totalled only 4,400. He alsJ
confirmed that the enrollment in the whole institutional complex (in-
cluding the attached technical schools) had once topped 42,000, and
had been reduced to the total of approximately 37,000 by a process
of "repeated screen,ing". 3

By late November, 1959, after the new school year had begun, there
were reported to be 116 branches of the university, and the total en-,

9 Klangsi J!8 -pao (Mange, Daily). Aug. 7,1959 ; In ieMP No. 2089 (Rept. A. 19591, p. 44.Ktengs4 Jihpoo, Aug. 2, 1959; In RCMP No. 2089 (Sept. 3, 1959), p. 39.
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rollment was said to consist of 2,400 students at the main university
campus in Nanchang and more than 55,000 in the branches and at-
tached technical schools.' In an article published in the Jen-min Jih-
pao at the end of the year, the president gave the figure of 55,000 as
representing enrollment in the whole institutional complex (main
campus, branches and attached technical schools). He added that a
total enrollment of 100,000 was planned for 1961, by which time the
university would be admitting 40,000 new students annuallya matric-
ulation rate which it hoped to maintain during the next decade. In
the same article the president stated that the number of branches then
stood at 88 (a few more than he himself had reported (he previous
August, but substantially less than had been reported in November)
and that the number of affiliated technical schools was then only 14
(half the number he himself had reported in August).' These state-
ments indicated once again that the system had been undergoing fur-
ther adjustment, perhaps to make allowances for earlier expansions
which had proved to be "on paper" only. For the balance of the
1959-60 school year the statistics reported for the number of units in
the institutional complex and the total enrollment remained substan-
tially the same as those contained in the president's December article.
A lengthy report in the Jen-min Jih-pao of June 12, 1960, for ex-
ample, repeated the same unit count and the over-55,000 figure for
aggregate enrollment in the institution.°

Meanwhile, as Communist. Labor University and its 50,000-odd stu-
dents entered 1960, they were joined by a new institution set up on
the same pattern. In late February, the establishment of another half-
time university with headquarters in Nanchang was announced. The
new institution was named Kung-kung lao-lung to -heiieh or "Indus-
trial Labor University. "' It was clear from the outset that its organi-
zation and rationale were essentially the same as those of its counter-
part, founded 1% years earlier. Industrial Labor University also
offered 2-4 years of schooling in a half-work, half-study system. The

Ifiangsi .1114-poo, Nov. 27, 1959; In BUMP No. 2178 (Jan. 18, 1960). p. 16. The 55,000figure was not broken down further.
Jca-mire Jaime, Dec. 80, 1969; In BUMP No. 2178 (Jan. 18, 1960), p.21.

It should be noted that none of the several available sources giving the 55,000 figureIndicated bow many of these students were In the university (main center or branches)
and how many were In the attached technical schools. The details Included In enrollment
statistics released before the 55,000 figure became current would suggest, however, thatthe great majority of these 55,000 students were enrolled in the university rather thanin the technical schools. Only 4,400 of the 87,000 total enrollment In the whole Institu-tional complex had been In the technical schools In August 1959 (see above, p. 10). Afterthat time the number of technical schools bad been drastically reduced, so there Is noreason to believe that their students represented a larger percentage of the total enrollment
In the complex In the summer of 1960 than In the summer of 1959.

To avoid needless repetition, the English names of the two Institutions may appear
hereafter In abbreviated form consisting of their Initials--C.L.U., I.L.U.
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main characteristic that distinguished it from its sister institution was
its concentration on industrial and communications specialties rather
than agricultural and forestry training. The new university, pre-
sumably profiting from the experience gained in ('.L.U., got off to an
even faster start. than its forerunner. Beginning its organizational
work in January, it started enrolling students on February 23, and one
month later was reported to be formally in operation with some 30.000
students enrolled in the central unit in Nanchang and 35 branches set
up in cities, factories, and mining enterprises throughout the province.'

Thus by the spring of 1960 more than 85,000 students were re-
portedly enrolled in the various components of these two new half-
time universities founded within the preceding 2 years. Yet this en-
rollment. was obviously considered by the Kiangsi authorities to be
only a first step. According to the province's draft economic plan for
1960 it was planned to admit a total of 80,000 new students into C.L.U.
and HAT. in that year, bringing their combined enrollment to 135,000.°
The extent to which the province was shifting emphasis to these two
new institutions was evident in the fact that in the same year the au-
thorities were planning to admit only 7,(X)0 new students to the
province's regular full-time universities, bringing their enrollment to
just under 20,000.

Since the summer of 1960, very little new data concerning these two.
institutions has become available. Scattered reports in domestic news
media in the fall of 1961 and early 1962, however, served to confirm
that Communist Labor University was continuing in existence and
recruiting new students. These accounts contained little concrete in-
formation on the institution, but suggested that it was still operating
substantially in its original form. Most noteworthy among the sparse
details offered was the revelation that C.L.U. then included 88 "branch
schools" and 4 "technical schools" and had a total enrollment of 32,000.
When compared with the figures which had been reported in 1960,
these statistics indicated a significant further reduction in the scale of
the institution's activities. The enrollment figure, for example, was
over 20,000 less than the figure reported in the latter part of the 1959-
60 school year, and a far cry from the 1961 enrollment. target of 100,000
envisioned in earlier planning.

NCNA. Feb. 26. 1960; in ROMP No. 2213 (Mar. 10, 1940), D. 87; and NCNA, Mar. 26.1960; In SOUP No. 16211 (Mar. 31, 1960), p. 86.
The total of 186,000 would be 80.000 more than C.L.11.'s enrollment of approximately

55,000 at the beginning of 1080. Mace I.L.O. was set up only in 1960, its opening enroll-ment of 30,000 was apparently Included In the figure of 80,000 new entree& scheduled
for the two institudons In that year. Therefore, C.L.U. could not have been scheduled totake In more than a maximum of 50,000 now students in the fall of 1960.
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Despite the uneven pace of their development, and the impossibility
of determining with certainty their present status, it is clear that thecritical nature of the experiment involved in the establishment of
these institutions is sufficient to justify a more detailed examination
of their essential characteristics.

Basic Characteristics of the Two Universities

In the foregoing material, the two new "universities" have been
briefly characterized in general terms, and the course of their develop-
ment has been traced insofar as available material allows. In what
follows, more detailed consideration will be given to the organiza-
tional structure and system of administrative supervision in the in-
stitutions, the nature of their student body and teaching force, the
apportionment of time between study and labor, the pattern of depart-
ments and course offerings, the special teaching methods adopted, the
academic standards achieved and skills taught, and the productive
labor activities aimed at achieving self-sufficiency.

From the beginning it was clear that both universities were orga-
nized under the close supervision of the Communist Party. The cen-tral unit, of Communist Labor University in Nanchang was described
as being under the "direct leadership" of the Party Provincial Com-
mittee and the Provincial People's Council, the counterpart govern-
ment body. Liu Chiin-hsiu, a secretary of the Party Provincial Com-
Tittee, served concurrently as president of the university during its
rmative period. C.L.U.'s branches and technical schools were under

dual leadership of the central university administration and local
Party committees. The local Party committees had the authority to
delegate the leadership of the university's branches to the state-operated land reclamation centers to which they were attached in the
upland areas, but the central university administration retained the
responsibility for guidance, inspection, and assistance in training
teachers and compiling special textbooks for the branches. When In-
dustrial Labor University was established, its organization followed a
similar pattern. It was announced that a secretary of the Party Pro-
vincial Committee would act as president, that two of the vice-
presidents would be directors of the Departments of Industry and
Communications in the Party Committee, and that the heads of the
university's branches would be the secretaries of the Party committees,
in the districts, cities, factories and mines where they were located."

"Xiongirl !AI -pso, Aug. 2, 1959; In ROMP No. 2089 (Sept 3, 1959), p. 43; lad NCNA.Feb. 20. 1990; In SOUP No. 2213 (liar. 10, 1940).
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Since most of the components of Communist Labor University were
located in backward areas of the province, the bulk of its physical
facilities had to be newly constructed. Press accounts reported that in
most, branches the students and teachers themselves built all the build-
ings and furniture during the first months or years of the university's
existence. The president of C.L.U. reported in December 1959 that
the school's main site had bee developed from a barren tract of waste-
land in less y rds than a year by stents and faculty who first. erected crude
huts and then gradually replaced them with more substantial class-
cars and dormitories. No accounts of the physical facjlities at the
newer are available; in view of the fact that a substantial num-
ber of its branches were attached to factories and other industrial en-
terprises in urban areas, the need for construction of new buildings
may not have been as pressing as in the case of its sister university, but
presumably student. and teacher labor was called upon to Prepare the
necessary space and equipment.

Student Body and Teaching Staff

As mentioned earlier, these two "universities" were obviously de-
signed to take in students who had had little previous schooling. The
enrollment regulations for C.L.U. stipulated that entrance would be
sought in accordance with "the principle of recruiting students mainly
from the children of workers and peasants and also admitting an ap-
propriate number of intellectual youths who have attained the stand-
ard of education of junior middle schools". The regulations stated
further that applications should be open to

. . . all workers, peasants, commune cadres, and demobilized service-
men, irrespective of sex, who possess definite production knowledge and
have attained a definite atandard in education, and to all students and youths
of society, irrespective of sex, who have attained the standard of Junior
middle schools, provided they are between 17 and 30 years of age, have a
clean personal record, and are physically fit..°

It is evident from the phrasing that the institution was interested in
two distinct groups: (1) workers, peasants, and lower level function-
aries who had little or no formal schooling; and (2) students who had
gone as far as junior middle school. Entrance examinations were dif-
ferent for the two groups. For "industrial and agricultural laborers,"

.the regulations called for an examination of "common knowledge" in

friampsi Jih-pao, Aug. 7. 1959 ; in RCMP No. 2089 (Sept. 8, 1989). p. 87. Note the
vagueness of the phrase to which italics have been added ; it is not clarified anywhere In the
regulations.
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politics, Chinese language, and arithmetic, and also an oral test and a
"practical test". Youths who had had some secondary schooling, how-
ever, were examined in physics, chemistry, and biology as well as the
other three subjects; they were also given an oral test. It is clear from
a number of accounts that the students were in fact drawn, as the en-
trance regula\tions say, "mainly" from the former group. At C.L.U.,
over 90 percent of the students were described as being from worker
or peasant groups and as having had several years of working
experience.

At I.L.U., the admission requirements were apparently similar and
perhaps even less stringent. One news account described the univer-
sity as open to "workers, shop assistants, commune members, demobil-
ized servicemen, and youths . . . who possess certain political qualifi-
cations and have definite production experience," thus suggesting that
there was no formal schooling requirement whatsoever. This impres-
sion is bolstered by another account .which, in discussing the "simple
enrollment procedures," stated that the entrance examination could be
taken by correspondence and that applicants who took it in person
could be informed the same day as to whether they had passed.

As a result of these entrance policies, the two universities consisted
of students whose educational background Was not only weak but was
also lacking in uniformity. To illustrate this point, one may cite the
academic qualifications of a group of students who entered Commu-
nist Labor University during its first year of operation. The students
had the following educational backgrounds (expressed in terms of
percentage of the group) : "

Junior primary (4th grade) education-10.
Senior primary (6th grade) education 0
Junior middle (9th grade) education-30.4%
Senior middle (12th grade) education .5%

cr0

It. is thus evident that in this group more than two-thirds of the en-
trants had no more than a primary school education. In some cases
enrollees apparently had even less than a fourth-grade educational
background; one account, for example, told of students in a branch of
C.L.U. who were completely "illiterate" at the time of their enroll-
ment in the university."

Such was the nature of the student body entering these new half-
time universities. Some of the problems engendered by the differing
backgrounds of the various groups, and the methods devised in an
attempt to cope with these problems, will be discussed later.

uJert-mhe Jih-poo, Jane 12, 1080; In U.S. Joint Publications Research Service report
No. 5468 (Sept_ 7, 1080), p. 44.

1, Vows( Jih-pso, Nov. 97, 1066 ; in 801IP No. 2178 (Jan. 18. 1960), p. 18.
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At this point, the teaching force which was called upon to handle
this disparate body of students may be considered. Although Corn-
munist Labor University was reported to have thousands of "teachers
and employees," no concrete figure for teachers alone was released, and
there was clear acknowledgement of a shortage of qualified teachers
and the necessity for temporary expedients and emergency training
measures. According to one account, most of the original teachers
were government and Party cadres and demobilized servicemen who
had been sent to the mountain areas, and who lacked teaching experi-
ence. Such people, and other locally available technicians and skilled
workers, were used extensively during the first year of operation. But
even as late as June 12, 1960, a lengthy article in the en-min .1 ilt-pao
suggested that, the university was still using "advanced producers,
model workers, agricultural cadres and professional military officers"
to teach some of its courses. The same article told of measures taken
at C.L.U. to train more teachers through both long and short training
sessions, cooperative teachers study groups, and a variety of other self-
help devices.

Allotment of Time to Study and Labor

Although both Communist Labor University and Industrial Labor
University were generally described in Chinese Communist sources as
"half-work, half-study" institutions, details on the apportionment of
time for study and labor at C.L.U. indicate that the actual distribution
varied somewhat from a strict half-and-half allocation. From mid-
1959 on, the division of time in the basic 4-year university course at
C.L.U. was consistently reported as follows:

let year

No. of lama' No. of otooabo
of dam:room of product*

Muds labor

5
2c1 year 8 5
3d year 7 4
4th year 7 4

The university was thus designed to be in session for 11 months each
year, with the 12th month (apparently the month of July) as vacation
time. The classroom study time averaged out to 6% months per year
over the 4-year period. Although the point was not, made entirely
clear, it would appear that generally the study time and labor tinw
were arranged in tWo multi-month blocks. Evidently, some further
leeway in scheduling of time may have been allowed to the scattered
branches of the university. One account, giving the general pattern
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as above, also mentioned that students in the branches could study on
rainy days and work on clear days, study during slack agricultural
seasons and work during the busy seasons, or make other suitable ar-
rangements for combining work and study. How the actual number
of classroom instruction hours per year worked out in one branch was
illustrated by an account which reported that students completing the
second year of attendance in the summer of 1960 had had 1,339 hours of
classroom work, or an average of about 670 hours per annum." The
details of the way in which time was divided between work and study
in the 2-year technical schools attached to. C.L.U. were not given in
available sources, nor was the exact breakdown of time in the "half-
work, half-study" system at I.L.U.discussed in the data.

Courses of Study and Departmental Organization
Both Communist Labor University and Industrial Labor University

were described as offering two different courses of study lasting from
to 4 years. Originally, at its inception in the summer of 1958, C.L.U.

apparently planned to offer both a 2-year and a 4-year course at the
"university" level, in addition to a lower-level 2-year program in its
attached technical schools. By the summer of 1960, however, the uni-
versity was said to be offering a "regular" 4-year course and a "special
course" of 3 years' duration, both of which were open to graduates of
either junior middle or senior middle schoolsi.e., to students who had
had either 9 or 12 years of prior schooling. Students with a 6-year pri-
mary school education, and workers and peasants "who are unable to
go through a longer period of study because of their age"the latter
category, apparently being a separate one, and therefore perhaps in-
cluding some individuals who had less than a primary-school educa-
tionwere admitted into the 2-year course at the attached technical
schools. The pattern at the new Industrial Labor University set up at
the beginning of 1960 was similar. I.L.U. was described as having a.
"regular" or "standard" 4-year course and also a "vocational" course
of 2 or 3 yearn durationboth open to students with "education stand-
ards of junior or senior middle school students"." There was no men-
tion of attached "technical schools" in connection with I.L.U.

a Jos-mte Jih-pee, June 12, 1960; In U.S. Jot& Publications Research Service reportNo. 6463 (Sept. 7, 1900), p. 44. In order to put In 1.339 hours of classroom work (atotal which to roughly comparable to that taken in two years at a regular full-time nut-
,versity) In the 11 months of study time available in the first 2 years at C.LU., students
would have to have_iment an average of about 28 hours 7 week in classroom' work duringt he 11 -mon th period.

a NCNA, Mar. 26, 1900 ; in ROMP No. 2228 (Mar. 81, 1960), p. 86. Note that It is notclear that the candidate* had to be predsetee of junior or senior middle schools in orderto quality. The phrasing loaves open the possibility that anyone who had attended oneor more years of the 8 -year junior middle school would be eligible.
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In addition to these regular courses, both C.L.U. and I.L.U. were
reported to have a "preparatory course" designed to bring students
with insufficient preparation up to the standard required to enter the
2-, 3-, or 4-year courses which were ostensibly offeredon the university
level. The preparatory course at C.L.U. lasted for 2 years, and that at
I.L.U. for either 1 or 2 years, as required. The existence of the pre-
paratory course at C.L.U. was not mentioned in the earliest available
data on the institution, but was described in material dating from the
second year of the university's operation; the preparatory course at
I.L.U. was mentioned in the earliest accounts of that institution's
founding. It is therefore interesting to speculate as to whether the
adoption of this device was an afterthought prompted by difficulties
encountered by C.L.U. during its first year in coping with entering
students of widely varying academic backgrounds. It is also of note
that C.L.U.'s preparatory course was specifically described as being
designed to raise students to the,leVel of junior middle school .grad-
uates, while no such precise language was used in describing theta/goal
of I.L.U.'s version of the course. This difference seems to further
bolster the outside observer's impression that the academic qualifica-
tions required to enter the ordinary courses at I.L.U. were even lower
than those obtaining at the older institution.

The course work at the two universities was organized -udder "de-
partments". At Communist Labor University departments of agri-
culture, forestry, animal husbandry (sometimes listed as including
veterinary science), and social science were generally noted in reports
issued early in the institution's history. A separate department oft
sericulture was also mentioned in some accounts. Departments of
mathematics, physics, and chemistry were listed in most accounts dated
in late 1959 and in 1960. In the latest departmental listing available
(in a report published in June 1960) departments of hydrobiology,
economics, and teacher training were added, and a department of "in-
dustry," listed frequently in earlier accounts, was omitted. The
omission of C.L.U.'s department of industry in 1960 may be related to
the establishment of the separate Industrial Labor University earlier
in that year. was listed in the spring of 1960 as having the
following departments: metallurgy, coal industry, machinery, elec-
tricity, light industry, textile industry, geology, building construction,
railways, highways, aviation, water transport, petroleum, chemical
engineering, and chemistry. Apparently not all of the branches of
the two universities, by any means, had departments in each of these
fields. There was evidence of specialization among the branches based
upon their location: for example, departments of forestry were set up
in branches located in forest areas, departments of hydrobiology were
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established in lake areas, and departments of animal husbandry were
set up in grazing regions."

Details regarding course offerings are available only for C.L.U.'s
department of forestry, which was obviously one of its most highly
developed constituent parts. In this department there were seven
"major special courses": general forestry, forest botany, silviculture,
tree measurement, forest pathology, forest entomology, and forest
managenient planning. A total of 856 hours of teaching time was de-
voted to these seven courses. Other "fundamental" courses included
surveying, meteorology, soil fertilization, and plant pathology. There
was also a course on "forest hereditary seed selection". The, depart-
ment admittedly did not offer certain courses found in forestry depart-
ments in a Chinese full-time university (e.g., forest farm management,
forest birds and animals, and "forest utilization"). It had no separate
courses devoted to "economic forests," water and soil conservation,
lumbering, or subsidiary forest production, although material on these.
subjects was included in other courses. Students in the forestry de-
partment also had to study other subjects such as Chinese language,
mathematics, physics, and chemistry."

Special Teaching Methods and Curriculums

In order to train needed specialists in an abbreviated period of time,
the authorities at the two new universities reportedly engaged in a
major effort to revise teaching methods and teaching materials and to
adapt curriculums to the special character of the institutions. The
guideline for these changes was contained in the oft repeated slogan
"narrow but deep". In practice, as interpreted at Communist Labor
University, this involved an attempt to reduce the amount of general
cultural education in the curriculum to a minimum, to define speciali-
zations narrowly, and to concentrate attention on the central courses in
the field of specialization. In accordance with this guideline, funda-
mental cultural material was reduced to essentials. This was accom-
plished by dropping outdated, repetitious, and less relevant material
from some courses, while at the same time adding material needed for
practical purposes to other courses. For example, agricultural and
animal husbandry students at C.L.U. took less mathematics than they
would have taken in similar courses at full-time universities, but indus-
trial and forestry students (the latter of whom need mathematics for
surveying) took more. In order to make up rapidly for mathematics

Jon-*M .nn-poo, June 13, 1060 ; In U.S. Joint Publications Reotorch Santee report
No. 6463 (Sept. 7, 1900). p. 511-

2, ditesspei JUI-oo, Nov. V, 1960 ; In 80MP No 2178 (Jan. 18, 1900). p. 18.
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deficiencies on the part of many of its students, the university re-
portedly revised teaching methods in this field, eliminating repetitious
material, dropping some of the quasi-calculus material included in
higher algebra, and narrowing the scope of solid geometry.

In the specialized fields, work was narrowly subdivided; the student
took fewer courses and focused on their essential contents, thus avoid-
ing what was seen as a wasteful dispersion of energy. It was claimed,

for example, that although courses in the department of forestry at
C.L.U. were simplified and reduced from the 20 offered in other in-
stitutions to only 14, and total class hours were reduced from 2,000 to
1,500, the contents of the really vital courses in the department and
the time spent on them still remained about the same as in other
universities.

Other innovations in teaching methods stemmed from an insistence
on close coordination between classroom study, productive labor, and
experimental work. The scheduling of lecture topics for agricultural
students was closely geared to the timing of seasonal agricultural work,
and forestry students studied scientific afforestation in class and then
applied what they had learned to their tree-planting labor activities.

One particular aspect of what would be called general education in
Communist China was not neglected in classroom work at Communist
Labor University. This was political education. One account stated
that half of the classroom time should be spent in "theoretical courses"
and half in practical "labor courses," and added that within the cate-
gory of theory courses, politics should be allotted the "largest propor-
tion" of the time."

The new pedagogical approach and revised teaching methods out-
lined above gave rise to claims of great acceleration in the teaching-
learning process in these institutions. Some examples of these asser-
tions are interesting in themselves, as well as indicative of the academic
standards of students in the two new universities. It was claimed, for
example, that students with only a 6-year primary education could
finish junior and senior middle school mathematics in 313 instruction
hours; that senior middle school and college-level organic and in-
organic chemistry (which ordinarily require a total of 400 instruction
hours in full-time schools) could be taught in 209 hours; that senior
middle school and college-level general and analytic chemistry could
be taught in 120 hours; and that a combined physiology-embryology-
anatomy course could be taught in .320 hours (whereas separately,
these subjects would take 400-500 hours)." A number of cases of

K wasp - waits g 111 -pso, Mar. 80, 1980; In D.B. Joint Publications Research Service
report No. 8680 (Aug. 10, 1980). p. 20.

Jew -esios Jih-pao, June 12, 1960 ; in U.S. Joint Publications Research Service report
No. 5458 (Sept. 7, 1960), pp. 51-62.
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students who profited from such accelerated methods were cited in
available data on C.L.U. But curiously, most of the cases referred to
those students who achieved remarkably rapid progress in making up
deficiencies in their primary and secondary education. For example,
"illiterate" students taken into one branch of the university were said
to have reached fourth grade standards in half a. year, and many stu-
dents who entered with a full 6 years of primary education were said
to have reached the standard of junior middle school graduates after
about a year's attendance at the university. The students referred to
in these case examples were presumably enrolled in the preparatory
courses. One additional account said that students entering a uni-
versity branch with 9th grade qualifications had reached the 11th
grade level in some subjects and were studying some higher education
textbooks after 1 year in the regular (i.e., 4-year) course; another re-
port stated that after somewhat over 1 year in the regular course, all
of the students in one group had reached the level of senior middle
school (12th grade) graduates, and 40 percent of them had readied
"college or specialized school level" in one or two of their specialized
subjecta." Since the available examples of acceleration include cases
where the make-up work of pre-university preparation extended well
into the 4-year regular "university" course, they would seem to pro-
vide another indication of the generally low academic standards pre-
vailing at Communist Labor University.

Academic Standards and Production Skills

In general, the academic qualifications of enteringstudents at C.L.U.
were acknowledged to be low as well as diverse. The usual claim was,
however, that because of their superior motivation and the special
pedagogical methods employed, these students would be able to reach
college-level standards during the period of their attendance. With
regard to Communist Labor University, for example, one report in-
sisted that the institution, although of a new type, "really possesses the
standard of an institution of higher education." Industrial Labor
University was similarly described as a place where the students "will
be able to attain the education standards of the ordinary university stu-
dents in four years." 21 Since no accounts of the qualifications of stu-
dents who have completed a 4-year course of study at one of these in-
stitutions have yet, become available, it is difficult to estimate to what
extent this expectation is being realized. In this connection, however,

a Ibid., p. 44.
a Iflossgei JOB-pao, Nov. 27, 1959 ; In ROMP No. 2178 (Jan. 18, 1960), p. 19 ; and NCNA.

Mar. 26, 1960; In ROMP No. 2228 (Mar. 11, 1960), p. 34.
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it is interesting to consider several published accounts of the knowledge
and skills acquired by university students in their first year or so of
attendance. These specific reports are particularly noteworthy when
viewed against the backdrop of general claims such as those which
have be n mentioned above.

One report stated that a senior middle school graduate who entered
Communist Labor University in the fall of 1959 had been able, within
only a few months, to learn how to trim branches on orange trees, to
transplant shoots from the trees, to treat them for insects and disease,
and to pick the fruit without damaging the trees. Another report
stated that in one branch of C.L.U. the 360 students had mastered the
following skills: 23

No. of students Production skills mastered
30 general agricultural and forestry techniques
60 technique of wine-brewing
40 making of bricks and tiles

280 production of charcoal

Since the number of students accounted for in the itemized list of skills
exactly equalled the total number of students in the group (360), the
impression conveyed by the report was that each student specialized in,
and concentrated on attaining, just one of the four skills mentioned in
the list. Unfortunately, in this case there was no clear indication of
how long it took these 360 students to master their respective accom-
plishments. But still another account stated that in the first year of at-
tendance at C.L.U., "the students made considerable progress in cul-
tural and scientific knowledge". The report then continued :

They learned to breed pigs and sheep, to cure rubber, (and] to malt's paper,
and were capable of cultivating edible fungi and planting agricultural crops.
They also learned to cut and transport bamboo and timber, to dredge the
rivers and to blast away shoals, and to build bridges and-roads."

The contrast between the skills mentioned in these detailed -accounts
and the general claim that the institutions were offering college-level
work is rather striking.

Productive Labor and Finan al Self-sufficiency

With this indication of the standards obtaining in the academic
work at the two new "universities," one may now turn to a more de-
tailed consideration of how the students spent that half of their time
which was devoted to productive labor. It should first be stressed,

Jen-asia Ja-pao, Feb. 1. 1960 ; In RCMP No. 2194 (Teb. 11, 1960), p. 82.
kiaspei Jih-pao, Nov. 27, 1959: In SCIIP No. 2178 (Jan. 18, 1960), p. 16.
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however, that productive labor was viewed at these institutions as
having a twofold purpose: (1) an ideological purposeexpressed,
for example, in such terms as the aim to "intensify the labor discipline"
of students and teachers; and (2) an economic purpose to enable the
institutions to achieve financial self-sufficiency. The "productive
base" in which the labor was performed was also seen as "a natu 1

classroom or laboratory for the improvement of pedagogy an
development of scientific research"."

At Communist Labor University, the students' labor time was spent
in a variety of production bases maintained by the institution. These
bases were of four main kinds: crop farms (including orchards in
some cases), livestock farms, forest tree farms, and small factories.
In the middle of its first year of operation (in January 1959), C.L.U.
( including its branches) was reported to have 37 crop farms, 51 live-
stock farms, 17 forest tree farms and 141 small factories. Lumbering
was apparently the main productive activity in the early months, but
the new factories were reported to have trial-produced such things as
a plant stimulant, bacterial fertilizer, insecticides, and antibiotics.
During the next year the production enterprises were evidently greatly
expanded. Between the end of 1959 and Mid-1960, available reports,
ii`ased on figures from over 90 percent o. the university's branches,
placed the number of crop farms at 84, covering some 50,000 171014 (or
over 8,000 acres) ; the number of livestock farmr at 93; the number
of forest, tree farms at 35, covering over 400,000 mow; and the number
of small factories at 208." The factories operating in late 1959 and
1960 were reported to be producing such items as paper, wines, syn-
thetic petroleum products, synthetic fibers, cement, tanning extracts,
and vegetable oils.

No figures have become available for the quantities of these items
produced by the farms and factories run by C.L.U., except for in-
complete data on livestock. But some figures were reported for the
monetary value of the total production. During the first year of its
operation (up to June 1959) the university had a reported income
from production of 8,400,000 yuan, or about 240 yuan per student.
By the end of 1959 income had risen to an annual rate of about
12,000,000 yuan; in a few branches it ran as has as 300 400 yuan per
capita.

The attainment of this income allegedly made possible a high degree
of financial self-sufficiency in the university. As early as mid-1959,
two-thirds of the branches were said to be self-supporting as far as
the students' food and living expenses were concerned. By the end

as,/es-sofis Jik-pro, Dec. SO, 1959; In HUMP No. 2178 (Jan. 18, 19490), p. 24.p. 12.
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of that year, the president of the university reported that 80 percent of
the university's component units were self-sufficient for essentials and
could now look toward re-investing present or future surpluses.
Throughout the second year of the institution's operation, while its
rate of income receipt was growing by about 50 percent, various re-
ports stated that an expenditure of 14-20 yuan per student per month
was considered as an appropriate level of spending for food and other
living expenses.

Details concerning the production bases used by Industrial Labor
University are not available. Since many of its branches were sup-
posed to be located at industrial enterprises, it may be assumed that its
students worked mainly in such enterprises. The new institution was
clearly reported to be striving, like its forerunner, for the early attain-
ment of complete self-support, which was considered to be well within
reach as long as production planning was firm and reasonable.

Problems and Criticisms Encountered

The advantages which the sponsors of Communist Labor I.7n iversity
and Industrial Labor University claimed to see in these new-type in-
stitutions have been indicated in the foregoing material. It now re-
mains to consider in greater depth the substantial amount of criticism
which these new institutions encountered in Communist China. The
nature of this criticism and the arguments used to rebut it are very re-
vealing with regard to the real conditions in the universities and the
problems and difficulties involved in their establishment and
development.

From the beginning it was clear that the establishment of Commu-
nist Labor University engendered criticism from those whom its sup-
porters labeled as being affected by "bourgeois" or "capitalist" con-
ceptions of academic matters. This criticism, which apparently was
voiced both inside and outside the university, was countered by what
the university's president once referred to as a "stubborn struggle
against erroneous ideas," carried out within the institution through
the familiar pattern of debates, wall posters, and compet i t ive emulat ion
campaigns. While these efforts may have lessened internal criticism,
they did not silence all critics; the president acknowledged in Decem-
ber 195U 11 years after the establishment of C.L.U., that. there were
still "a number of persons" who wrongly viewed the institution from a
bourgeois viewpoint.

In general, the criticism was based on the contention that Commu-
nist Labor University did not have teachers of suitable quality or ade-
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gnats facilities and equipment, and at the same time took in students
of very low and uneven qualifications and then offered them only an
irregular exposure to teaching. This was the essence of the criticism,
and it obviously struck at very fundamental aspects of the system.
But the critics apparently did not always confine themselves to such
relatively mild language in discussing the school. Not only were there
accounts that people were saying that the institution simply did not
look like a university, and that its "fourth year class is no better than
a senior middle school in standard." There were also reports that
some people considered it as "laughable" and a real "eyesore ;" and,
most notably, there were even charges that the university was "nothing
more than a labor brigade" and "a camp for reforming people through
labor"."

The answer of those responsible for the schools to the fundamental
criticisms mentioned above has been indicated earlier in this account,
and need only be briefly summarized here. In general, the fact that
the students were poorly prepared and that the teachers and equip-
ment were sub-standard was acknowledged. But the customary re-
joinder was that there was a role for other than full-time regular
colleges in producing the skilled workers needed for developing the
country; that the working experience and "knowledge of the class
struggle" possessed by students of worker and peasant class origin
compensated for their lack of book knowledge; and that their high
motivation, when exploited through new revised teaching methods,
would enable the.students to reach college standards in an abbreviated
time. The keys to the further development of the university, as seen
by the president at the end of 1959, were (1) the gradual improvement
in the quality of instruction and the allocation of time for study, labor,
and rest; (2) the successful management of varied production enter-
prises to assure self-support, and (3) the strengthening of Party lead-
ership in the4niversity's affairs.

Significance of the Experiment

In the foregoing pages, the nature of these new prototype "uni-
versities," their relationship to some other recent noteworthy educa-
tional developmentsespecially the establishment of the agricultural
middle schoolsand some of the problems encountered in their growth

These strong charges are particularly reflected In the two previously dted Articles
by the president of the universityone In the kianget Jeh-Pao on August 2, 1959, and
the other In the Jew sehe Jih-pso on Dec 30, 1909and In the article In the /Dower( Jih-pao
on Nov. 27, 1969.
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have been discussed. This discussion leads to reflection upon the sig-
nificance of this educational experiment.

It seems evident that these new institutions were not, in any gen-
erally recognized sense, really institutions of higher education. The
fact that a ninth-grade education was apparently considered com-
pletely acceptable as a qualification for entrance into their regular
4-year courses, and the fact that the 4-year courses consisted of only
half-time study in a narrow specialized curriculum, would suggest
that graduates of these institutions would possess training which was,
at, best, comparable to that normally obtainable in a technical or voca-
tional school at the senior secondary level. That institutions of this
character are referred to as "universities" would seem to be but one
examplealbeit a rather striking exampleof theextent to which cus-
tomary educational terminology has been abased in Communist China
in recent years.

The founding of Communist Labor University and Industrial Labor
University extended the experimentation with the idea of a self-sup-
porting half-time school into the higher education sector. But it
should be noted in passing that this particular type of `institution
seems not. to have received quite the degree of endorsement by the
national Party and government organs that was accorded to its coun-
terpart on the secondary school levelthe agricultural middle school.
The formative period in the life of Communist Labor University and
its sister institution, Industrial Labor University, was described at
length and with enthusiasm in articles which appeared in the central
Party newspaper (Jen-ntin Jih -pao) and in the national newspaper
focusing on cultural and educational affairs (Kunng-ming Jih-pao)
in 1959 and 1960. This treatment implied strong and sympathetic
interest on the part of the government and Party leadership. In
addition, brief reports concerning later developments at C.L.U. were
circulated in the mass media in 1961 and early 1962, and the latter
year was marked by the establishment of another institution of com-
parable characterthe "Socialist Labor University" in Shantung
province in north China. But, as far as this writer can determine,
the institutional design exemplified in these "universities" never has
been explicitly endorsed as national policy in a hortatory editorial in
the People's Dailyas was the case with the agricultural middle
schools.

As has been noted heretofore, the current status of these new "uni-
versities" cannot. be known with certainty on the basis of presently
available materials. Nevertheless, these institutions retain their sig-
nificance as the products of experimentation with an institutional
pattern designed to embody the basic principles underlying the Chi-
nese Communist regime's educational policy since 1958.
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